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VAGUS NERVE STIMULATION INTENSITY REGULATES TARGETED PLASTICITY 
 
 

Robert Andrew Morrison, PhD 
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2021 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
 
 Supervising Professor:  Michael P. Kilgard 
 
 
 
 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with motor rehabilitation enhances recovery of function 

after neurological injury in rats and humans.  This effect is ascribed to VNS-dependent facilitation 

of synaptic plasticity in motor networks triggered by increases in neuromodulatory activity.  Based 

on plasticity’s role in VNS-enhancement of rehabilitation, it is possible that greater levels of 

synaptic reorganization lead to greater recovery.  Thus, defining stimulation strategies that 

maximize plasticity may provide a means to optimize the efficacy of VNS therapy, improving 

subsequent recovery for patients.  The stimulation parameters of VNS, including intensity, 

frequency, and duration, can influence the level of activity in relevant neuromodulatory nuclei.  

However, levels of neuromodulatory activity alone are not an accurate predictor of degree of 

plasticity.  Previous studies in auditory cortex report an inverted-U relationship between VNS 

intensity and plasticity, such that moderate intensity VNS yields greater cortical plasticity than low 

or high intensity VNS.   

Here, we first investigate the effects of increasing VNS intensity on motor cortex plasticity when 

paired with forelimb training.  We demonstrate that there is an inverted-U relationship between 
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VNS intensity and subsequent plasticity, as VNS at moderate intensities paired with forelimb 

training drives expansion of associated forelimb representations in motor cortex, while low and 

high intensities do not.  We then go on to investigate VNS-mediated plasticity in jaw motor cortex 

using a new behavioral paradigm emphasizing the jaw musculature, demonstrating that VNS can 

enhance synaptic reorganization in orofacial circuits.  We validate this new behavioral paradigm 

by re-examining the inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and degree of plasticity, 

replicating our previous findings with a higher resolution and demonstrating that there is a 

narrower range of effective VNS intensities than previously thought.   

Although high intensity VNS fails to enhance plasticity when delivered alone, it is unclear whether 

the mechanisms engaged by high intensity VNS interact with and disrupt subsequent moderate 

intensity VNS.  We tested the interaction of moderate and high intensity VNS trains to probe the 

mechanisms that may underlie VNS-dependent plasticity, showing that high intensity VNS 

engages mechanisms that disrupt VNS-dependent synaptic plasticity. 

Lastly, based on our findings that VNS can enhance synaptic plasticity in orofacial circuits, we 

discuss the possibility of using VNS as an adjuvant to rehabilitation for post-stroke motor speech 

disorders.  VNS paired with upper limb rehabilitation enhances upper limb function after stroke, 

and our findings suggests that VNS may enhance synaptic plasticity in networks related to post-

stroke motor speech disorders in a similar manner.  We outline the rationale for pairing VNS with 

rehabilitation for dyspraxia and dysphagia to enhance plasticity in orofacial circuits mediating 

orofacial function, which could lead to greater recovery than with just rehabilitation alone. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

 
Acquiring and maintaining new motor skills is an ongoing process that takes place at every 

stage of life.  During motor skill learning, movements that are initially isolated and uncoordinated 

can, through repetitive training, become fluid and effortless [1].  Our ability to learn new motor 

skills is due in large part to the nervous system’s capacity to reorganize and refine neural 

connections through a process called synaptic plasticity. 

Dr. Wilder Penfield first documented organization of the somatosensory cortices decades 

ago.  Through a series of brain surgeries using only local anesthesia with patients remaining 

conscious, Penfield utilized several techniques including intracortical electrical stimulation, 

ablation, and patient interviews to construct functional maps of the sensory and motor cortices [2].  

These maps revealed that the cortex is topographically organized into sections representing 

different parts of the body.  For example, in the motor cortex, electrical stimulation of the area 

representing the hand would elicit involuntary hand movement in patients.  The area of cortex 

these sections encompass are not proportional to the size of the body part in which they represent, 

but instead are proportional to their density of innervation, resulting in more cortical area being 

devoted to representation of the hands and face than the legs or trunk.  These maps greatly 

contributed to our current day understanding of localization of function in the cortex. 

Later, it was demonstrated that these representations in somatosensory areas were not 

static, but could change based on experience.  Nudo, Merzenich, and colleagues observed that 

forelimb behavioral training expanded task-associated forelimb representations in the primary 
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motor cortex of adult squirrel monkeys while contracting non-associated representations [3].  

Later, Alvaro Pascual-Leone and colleagues showed that after daily one-handed piano lessons, 

subjects had expanded digit motor representation corresponding to their trained hand, but not the 

untrained [4].  In recent years, advances in imaging techniques have supported the idea that 

neuroplasticity underpins motor skill learning through rearrangement and refinement of circuits 

during repetitive training [1,5,6]. 

During skill learning, practice and repetition gradually refine once novice circuits into 

expert ones.  The networks that execute learned skills can become incredibly robust, with 

individual synapses remaining stable on the timescale of years [7].   However, when these expert 

circuits become damaged after neurological injury, performance of previously learned skills can 

be near impossible.  One such injury that commonly interferes with motor networks is stroke, 

which affects nearly 800,000 people every year and is the largest cause of long-term disability in 

the United States [8].  Disability after stroke can encompass a diverse array of symptoms 

depending on the location and size of neuronal cell death.  One of the most common impairments 

is upper limb dysfunction, which affects roughly 75% of stroke patients [9]. 

Even in an injured state, the nervous system can still adapt and reorganize.  Post-stroke 

increases in plasticity are often observed in perilesional and contralateral areas [10,11].  This 

reorganization is thought to contribute to spontaneous recovery in the weeks after injury as affected 

circuits attempt to compensate for loss of function in damaged areas [10,11].  Similar to skill 

learning under healthy conditions, repetitive training after stroke can further enhance plasticity, 

reorganizing neural circuits and bypassing injured areas to support increases in performance 

[12,13].  Physical rehabilitation is the most common form of post-stroke treatment, and patients 
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who undergo rehabilitation can see increases in motor function.  This recovery, however, is often 

only partial and incomplete [9].  The prevalence of stroke patients who see only partial recovery 

after undergoing intensive physical therapy suggests that there is a need for further intervention.  

Given the importance of neuroplasticity underlying post-stroke spontaneous recovery and 

improvements after physical rehabilitation, it is reasonable to conclude that interventions that 

further enhance the neuroplasticity produced by rehabilitation could lead to greater functional 

outcomes. 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has recently emerged as a method of enhancing 

rehabilitation for a wide range of neurological disorders affecting motor function including stroke, 

traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord injury [14–22].  VNS increases the effects of rehabilitation 

through targeted enhancement of synaptic plasticity in central networks after injury.  Electrical 

stimulation of the vagus nerve immediately enhances neuromodulatory function.  Transient bursts 

of VNS rapidly activate the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC) and cholinergic nucleus basalis 

(NB), two major neuromodulatory centers in the brain [23–28].  Coincident release of these pro-

plasticity neuromodulators coupled with neural activity related to rehabilitation facilitates synaptic 

plasticity in task-specific activated circuits [23,26,27,29,30].  This targeted enhancement of 

plasticity in central networks after injury is believed to underlie VNS-dependent improvements in 

functional recovery [19,20].  Further supporting that increases in plasticity drive VNS-

enhancement of recovery, blocking neuromodulatory action of the LC and NB prevents synaptic 

reorganization in sensorimotor areas [24,28], as well as VNS-mediated recovery after injury [31]. 

Today, VNS has seen success in enhancing recovery after stroke in the clinic [21,22], as 

well as in a diverse set of preclinical neurological injury models [14–20].  Because of these 
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successes, much focus has been shifted toward understanding the neural mechanisms supporting 

VNS-mediated plasticity, and investigation of potential ways to refine and further enhance VNS-

therapy.  Because reorganization of circuits involved in rehabilitation appears to be of the utmost 

importance in VNS-therapy, it is possible that increasing the magnitude of VNS-mediated 

plasticity could further enhance recovery.  One possible means of enhancing the magnitude of 

VNS-mediated plasticity is optimizing the electrical stimulation parameters of VNS. 

The stimulation parameters of VNS, including intensity, frequency, and duration, can 

influence the level of activity in neuromodulatory nuclei [23].  However, it appears that level of 

neuromodulatory activity alone is not an accurate predictor of degree of plasticity.  Chapter 2 of 

this dissertation will investigate the optimal range of VNS current intensities needed to enhance 

synaptic plasticity during motor training, and will demonstrate an inverted-U relationship between 

VNS intensity and cortical plasticity, such that moderate intensities increase plasticity, while low 

or high intensity VNS does not.  This chapter will demonstrate that precise delivery of VNS 

parameters are critical to enhancing synaptic plasticity in motor cortex, and in turn, recovery after 

neurological injury. 

A wide range of electrical parameters can influence VNS-mediated plasticity.  As such, 

studies must be conducted to measure the relationship between these parametric changes, synaptic 

rearrangement, and any interactions that could complicate clinical implementation of VNS.  

Currently, studies characterizing the effects of VNS are tedious and time-intensive, hampering the 

speed at which they can be conducted.  Chapter 3 of this dissertation will outline development and 

validation of a rapid way to test VNS parameters using a novel behavioral model in which VNS is 

paired with jaw movement during chewing, subsequently enhancing plasticity of jaw areas in 
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motor cortex.  The speed of this new behavioral model allowed for a replication and a refinement 

of the findings in Chapter 2.  Furthermore, Chapter 3 will discuss implications for the use of this 

new jaw-plasticity paradigm, and its potential future applications in widening treatment options 

for sufferers of neurological injury, possibly expanding the use of VNS to treat motor speech and 

swallowing disorders commonly experienced after stroke. 

Chapter 4 will investigate the temporal dynamics of the mechanisms underlying VNS-

mediated plasticity and the inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and synaptic plasticity 

observed in Chapters 2 and 3.  Findings in this chapter have implications for clinical translation of 

VNS-therapy, and give a better understanding of the neuromodulatory pathways needed to enhance 

synaptic plasticity.  Chapter 5 will outline evidence supporting the use of VNS as a potential 

adjuvant to speech therapy in treating motor speech dysfunction. 
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Abstract 

Background:  Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with forelimb motor training enhances 

reorganization of movement representations in the motor cortex.  Previous studies have shown an 

inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and plasticity in other brain areas, such that 

moderate intensity VNS yields greater cortical plasticity than low or high intensity VNS.  

However, the relationship between VNS intensity and plasticity in the motor cortex is unknown. 

Objective:  In this study we sought to test the hypothesis that VNS intensity exhibits an inverted-

U relationship with the degree of motor cortex plasticity in rats. 

Methods:  Rats were taught to perform a lever pressing task emphasizing use of the proximal 

forelimb musculature.  Once proficient, rats underwent five additional days of behavioral training 

in which low intensity VNS (0.4 mA), moderate intensity VNS (0.8 mA), high intensity VNS (1.6 

mA), or sham stimulation was paired with forelimb movement.  24 hours after the completion of 

behavioral training, intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) was used to document movement 

representations in the motor cortex. 

Results:  VNS delivered at 0.8 mA caused a significant increase in motor cortex proximal forelimb 

representation compared to training alone.  VNS delivered at 0.4 mA and 1.6 mA failed to cause 

a significant expansion of proximal forelimb representation. 

Conclusion:  Moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS optimally enhances motor cortex plasticity while 

low intensity 0.4 mA and high intensity 1.6 mA VNS fail to enhance plasticity.  Plasticity in the 

motor cortex exhibits an inverted-U function of VNS intensity similar to previous findings in 

auditory cortex. 
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Introduction 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has recently emerged as a method of enhancing 

rehabilitation for a wide range of neurological disorders affecting motor function including stroke, 

traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord injury [1–11].  Recovery is thought to be associated with 

plasticity in central networks after injury [12,13].  VNS is believed to promote recovery by 

inducing plasticity in networks activated during rehabilitation [12].  Thus, increasing the amount 

of VNS-mediated plasticity could lead to enhanced recovery.   

VNS drives rapid engagement of the neuromodulators acetylcholine and norepinephrine, 

which act synergistically to strengthen synaptic connections in activated circuits [14–18].  

Repeatedly pairing VNS with a sensory or motor event drives robust, targeted cortical plasticity 

[1,19–22].  For example, repeatedly pairing VNS with forelimb training increases forelimb 

representation in the motor cortex [22]. 

A number of stimulation parameters influence the magnitude of plasticity driven by VNS 

in the auditory cortex, but the effect of these parameters on motor cortex plasticity remains largely 

unexplored [23].  Increasing VNS intensity drives monotonic increases in neural activity in the 

locus coeruleus (LC), an area necessary for the effects of VNS on central nervous system [18,24–

26].  Thus, VNS intensity and plasticity may be linearly related, where higher intensities of VNS 

yield greater plasticity.  Alternatively, studies in auditory cortex and hippocampus reveal an 

inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and plasticity, where low and high intensity VNS 

drive little to no plasticity, while moderate intensity VNS significantly enhances plasticity [23,27–
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29].  Here we sought to test the hypothesis that motor cortex plasticity in rats exhibits an inverted-

U relationship to VNS intensity. 

 

Methods 

All experimental procedures, statistical comparisons, and exclusion criteria were 

preregistered before beginning data collection (https://osf.io/3bxgc/). 

Subjects 

Forty-six female Sprague-Dawley rats weighing approximately 250 grams were used in 

this experiment.  All rats were housed in a reversed 12:12 hour light-dark cycle.  Rats were food 

restricted on weekdays during behavioral shaping and training with ad libitum access to food on 

weekends.  All rats were maintained at or above 85% body weight.  All handling, housing, 

stimulation, and surgical procedures were approved by The University of Texas at Dallas 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

 

Behavioral Training 

Rats were trained to perform an automated lever pressing task [30].  The behavioral training 

apparatus consisted of an acrylic cage with a slot located at the front right for access to a lever 

positioned outside the cage (Fig. 2.1A).  The slot was situated so that rats were only able to use 

their right forelimb to reach for the lever.  A potentiometer affixed to the lever recorded the angle 

of the lever relative to the horizontal.  The lever had a range of motion of 13°, and any lever 
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depression exceeding 9.5° was considered a press.  A spring provided approximately 28 grams of 

resistance to bring the lever back to a horizontal position after it had been depressed.  An audio 

cue signaled successful presses.  All rats were trained to depress the lever twice in rapid succession.  

If the second press occurred within 500 ms of the first, the trial was recorded as a success and a 

food pellet was delivered (45 mg dustless precision pellet, BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ) (Fig. 2.1B).  

If the lever was not depressed a second time or the second press occurred longer than 500 ms after 

the first press, the trial was recorded as a failure and no food pellet was delivered.  

Behavioral shaping occurred in stages.  Early in shaping, the lever extended into the 

behavioral cage and a single press was required for a food pellet to be dispensed.  The lever was 

moved back gradually until the tip of the lever was positioned 2.5 cm away from the cage.  Finally, 

a second press within 500 ms of the first press was required for a food pellet to be dispensed.  Rats 

performed the task for two 30 minute periods five days a week, with each 30-minute session being 

separated by at least 2 hours.  Rats received a supplemental 10 grams of food pellets if they did 

not receive at least 100 pellets in a day.  Once proficient at the task, rats were implanted with VNS 

cuffs and recovered for 7 days before returning to behavioral testing.  
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Figure 2.1: Lever pressing task and experimental design 
 
(A) Illustration of rat performing the lever pressing task.  The stimulating cable plugged into the 
headmounted-connector, the subcutaneous stimulation leads and nerve cuff, and the vagus nerve 
are shown.  (B) Representative trial depicting a double press.  (C) Timeline of experimental design. 

 

Surgical Implantation 

Rats were implanted with a stimulating cuff on the left cervical vagus nerve as described 

in previous studies [4–7].  Rats were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg, i.p.), 

xylazine (20 mg/kg, i.p.), and acepromazine (5 mg/kg, i.p.), and were placed in a stereotactic 

apparatus.  An incision was made down the midline of the head to expose the skull.  Bone screws 
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were inserted into the skull at points surrounding the lamboid suture and over the cerebellum.  A 

two-channel connector was mounted to the screws using acrylic. 

An incision was made on the left side of the neck and the overlying musculature was blunt 

dissected to reveal the vagus nerve.  The nerve was gently dissected away from the carotid artery.  

A cuff electrode was implanted surrounding the vagus nerve with 2 leads tunneled subcutaneously 

to connect with a 2-channel connector fixed with acrylic to the skull.  Nerve activation was 

confirmed by observation of a ≥ 5% drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to a 10 s 

stimulation train of 30 Hz VNS consisting of 800 µA, 100 µs biphasic pulses, as in previous 

studies.  The head and neck incisions were then sutured.  Rats received subcutaneous injections of 

4 mL 50:50 0.9% saline 5% dextrose solution and sustained release Buprenorphine (0.3 mg/kg).  

A seven-day recovery period followed surgery and rats were given one Baytril tablet per day (2 

mg/tablet, BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ). 

 

Vagus Nerve Stimulation 

After surgery rats were randomly sorted into four groups that received lever training where 

successful presses were paired with 0.4 mA VNS (n = 9), 0.8 mA VNS (n = 7), 1.6 mA VNS (n = 

8), or sham stimulation (n = 9) (Fig. 2.1C).  All rats, regardless of experimental group, were 

connected via headmount-connector to a stimulation cable.  In the initial sessions after 

implantation rats were allowed to acclimate to being attached to stimulating cables until they 

performed at least 100 successful trials per day.  Once acclimated, rats then underwent five days 

of training and received VNS according to their group.  VNS consisted of a 500 ms train of 100 
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μs biphasic pulses at a frequency of 30 Hz with an amplitude of either 0.4 mA, 0.8 mA, 1.6 mA, 

or 0 mA, as appropriate for each group.  During daily VNS sessions, a digital oscilloscope 

(PicoScope 2204A, PP906, Pico Technology) was used to monitor cuff impedance to ensure nerve 

cuff functionality. 

 

Intracortical Microstimulation Mapping 

 Within 24 hours of their last behavioral session rats underwent intracortical 

microstimulation (ICMS) as previously described [22,31–34].  Rats were anesthetized with 

ketamine hydrochloride (70 mg/kg, i.p.) and xylazine (5 mg/k, i.p.).  Toe-pinch response and 

whisking were used to determine when supplemental doses were needed in order to maintain a 

constant state of anesthesia for the procedure.  To evaluate nerve cuff functionality, nerve 

activation was confirmed by observation of a ≥ 5% drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to 

a 10 s stimulation train of 30 Hz VNS consisting of 800 µA, 100 µs biphasic pulses.  Rats that 

failed to demonstrate stimulation-induced depression in oxygen saturation were excluded, as 

defined in the pre-registration.   

Rats were placed in a stereotactic apparatus and a craniotomy and duratomy were 

performed to expose the left motor cortex (4 mm to -3 mm AP and 0.25 mm to 5 mm ML).  A 

cisternal drain was created to minimize cortical swelling. A tungsten electrode with an impedance 

of approximately 0.7 MΩ (FHC, Tungsten Microelectrode - UEWMEGSEBN3M) was lowered 

into the brain to a depth of 1.8 mm.  Stimulation sites were then chosen at random on a grid with 

sites set 500 μm apart from each other.  Sites were at least 1 mm away from the previous site 
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whenever possible.  Stimulations consisted of a 40 ms pulse train of monophasic 200 μs cathodal 

pulses delivered at a frequency of 286 Hz.  ICMS was conducted blinded with two experimenters, 

as previously described [22,35].  The first experimenter placed the electrode and recorded the data 

for each site.  The second experimenter, blinded to group and electrode location, delivered 

stimulations and classified movements.  Stimulation was increased from 20 μA until a movement 

was observed or until a maximum of 250 μA was reached.  Movements were classified into the 

following categories: proximal forelimb, distal forelimb, head, and hindlimb.  All raw data from 

ICMS is available in the appendix (Appendix A). 

 

Subject Exclusion 

 All subject exclusion criteria was preregistered before data collection began 

(https://osf.io/3bxgc/).  33 subjects were analyzed in the final results of the study out of a total of 

46 subjects.  Of the 13 subjects not used in final analysis, 2 subjects were excluded due to loss of 

function of nerve cuffs, 6 subjects were excluded due to head-connector failure during behavioral 

training, and 5 subjects were excluded due to death during or immediately after VNS implantation 

or before ICMS surgery. 

 

Statistics 

 Statistical methods and comparisons were preregistered and defined a priori 

(https://osf.io/3bxgc/).  The primary outcome of this study was area of motor cortex generating 

https://osf.io/3bxgc/
https://osf.io/3bxgc/
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proximal forelimb movements.  All other movement representations and behavioral performance 

data were analyzed as secondary outcome measures.  A one-way ANOVA was used to compare 

experimental group representation sizes.  Behavioral data was compared using one-way ANOVA.  

Bonferroni corrected unpaired two-tailed t-tests at an alpha of 0.0083 were used to identify any 

between group differences, as appropriate.  All data are reported as mean ± SEM.  “*” indicates 

Bonferroni-corrected significant differences in all figures.   

  

Results 

We sought to evaluate the effect of varying stimulation intensity on VNS-dependent 

plasticity in motor cortex.  To do so, rats were shaped on an automated lever-pressing task 

emphasizing the proximal forelimb musculature.  Once proficient, rats underwent five additional 

days of behavioral training in which low intensity VNS (0.4 mA), moderate intensity VNS (0.8 

mA), high intensity VNS (1.6 mA), or sham stimulation was paired with forelimb movement (Fig. 

2.1).  Following completion of behavioral training, intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) was 

used to document movement representations in the motor cortex. 
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Figure 2.2: Moderate intensity VNS enhances plasticity in motor cortex 
 
(A) Moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS paired with forelimb motor training significantly increases 
the movement representation of the proximal forelimb in motor cortex compared to equivalent 
motor training without VNS (Sham).  Low intensity 0.4 mA VNS and high intensity 1.6 mA VNS 
both fail to increase proximal forelimb representation compared to Sham.  (B) No difference was 
observed in the area of distal forelimb representation across groups, indicating that VNS-
dependent plasticity is specific to the trained movement.  (C) No change in the total area of motor 
cortex was observed across groups.  Circles depict individual subjects. Bars represent mean ± 
SEM. * denotes significant differences using Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.0083. 

 

Moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS enhances plasticity in motor cortex 

Previous studies indicate that moderate intensity VNS paired with training drives 

substantial reorganization of cortical networks [23,27–29].  Group analysis of proximal forelimb 

representation area revealed a significant effect between groups (one-way ANOVA, F[3,29] = 

8.03, p =  4.79 × 10-4).  Moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS paired with motor training significantly 

increased proximal forelimb representation compared to equivalent motor training without VNS 

(0.8 mA VNS: 2.86 ± 0.59 mm2; sham: 0.75 ± 0.27 mm2, Unpaired t-test, t(14) = -3.48, p = 3.69 

× 10-3) (Fig. 2.2A, Fig. 2.3).  These results are consistent with previous studies and demonstrate 
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that pairing moderate intensity VNS with forelimb training enhances plasticity in motor cortex 

[22,35]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Average motor cortex movement representations 
 
(A) Cumulative representations from all ICMS maps expressed as a percentage of representations 
observed at each electrode penetration for each group.  (B) Average percentage of the total map 
devoted to each movement representation.  Moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS paired with forelimb 
training significantly increases the amount of motor cortex that represents the proximal forelimb 
compared equivalent training paired with high intensity 1.6 mA VNS. 

 

Low intensity 0.4 mA VNS and high intensity 1.6 mA VNS fail to enhance plasticity in motor cortex 

Next, we evaluated the effects of low intensity 0.4 mA VNS and high intensity 1.6 mA 

VNS paired with motor training.  Low intensity VNS failed to increase proximal forelimb 

representation compared to equivalent motor training without VNS (0.4 mA VNS: 1.33 ± 0.26 

mm2, sham: 0.75 ± 0.27 mm2, Unpaired t-test, t(16) = -1.54, p = 0.14) (Fig. 2.2A).  Similarly, high 
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intensity VNS also failed to increase proximal forelimb representation compared to equivalent 

motor training without VNS (1.6 mA VNS: 0.53 ± 0.27 mm2, sham: 0.75 ± 0.27 mm2, Unpaired t-

test, t(15) = 0.56, p = 0.58).  High intensity VNS also resulted in significantly less proximal 

forelimb representation than moderate intensity VNS (1.6 mA VNS: 0.53 ± 0.27 mm2, 0.8 mA 

VNS: 2.86 ± 0.59 mm2, Unpaired t-test, t(13) = 3.71, p = 2.60 × 10-3).  Together these results 

suggest that VNS intensity has an inverted-U relationship with the magnitude of plasticity, 

consistent with previous studies in auditory cortex [23].  

 

VNS-mediated plasticity is specific to the trained movement  

Group analysis of other movement representations showed no significant differences 

between groups (one-way ANOVA, distal forelimb: F[3,29] = 0.28, p = 0.84, sham: 4.81 ± 0.56 

mm2, 0.4 mA VNS: 4.61 ± 0.41 mm2, 0.8 mA VNS: 4.46 ± 0.38 mm2, 1.6 mA VNS: 5.16 ± 0.76 

mm2; head: F[3,29] = 2.29, p = 0.10, sham: 2.17 ± 0.44 mm2, 0.4 mA VNS: 4.08 ± 0.66 mm2, 0.8 

mA VNS: 2.82 ± 0.41 mm2, 1.6 mA VNS: 4.00 ± 0.74 mm2; hindlimb: F[3,29]  = 2.14, p = 0.12, 

sham: 0.75 ± 0.20 mm2, 0.4 mA VNS: 1.36 ± 0.44 mm2, 0.8 mA VNS: 2.18 ± 0.54 mm2, 1.6 mA 

VNS: 1.34 ± 0.35 mm2) (Fig. 2.2B).  Additionally, no differences in total motor cortex area were 

observed (one-way ANOVA, F[3,29] = 2.56, p = 0.07) (Fig. 2.2C). Group analysis of average 

response thresholds also showed no significant differences between groups (one-way ANOVA, 

F[3,29] = 2.05, p = 0.13).  These results confirm that VNS-dependent enlargement of cortical 

movement representations is restricted to the paired movement and does not broadly influence 

cortical representations.   
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VNS does not alter behavioral performance 

 We tested whether differences in behavioral performance could account for observed VNS-

dependent increase in proximal forelimb representation.  Between-group analysis during 

behavioral training revealed no significant differences in total successful trials (one-way ANOVA, 

F[3,29] = 0.42, p = 0.74) total trials (one-way ANOVA, F[3,29] = 1.31, p = 0.29) success rate 

(one-way ANOVA, F[3,29] = 0.75, p = 0.53) nor inter-press-interval (one-way ANOVA, F[3,29]  

= 2.49, p = 0.08).  Group analysis also revealed no differences in the number of stimulations 

received between groups during behavioral training (one-way ANOVA, F[3,29] = 0.99, p = 0.41) 

(Fig. 2.4A) or the average time between stimulations (one-way-ANOVA, F[3,29] = 1.19, p = 0.33) 

(Fig. 2.4B) which had a mean of 11.06 ± 1.13 seconds.  These results suggest that expansion of 

map representations driven by moderate intensity VNS cannot be ascribed to changes in 

motivation, motor performance, or the amount of stimulations administered during training. 
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Figure 2.4: Amount of training or stimulation cannot explain moderate intensity VNS-
dependent enhancement of plasticity 
 
 

(A) No difference in the total number of stimulations received was observed across groups.  (B) 
Additionally, no difference in the timing between stimulations was observed across groups. 
Together, these findings indicate that differences in the amount of stimulation or the timing 
between stimulations cannot account for the increased in proximal forelimb representation driven 
by moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS.  Circles depict individual subjects. Bars represent mean ± 
SEM. 

 

Discussion 

 Repeatedly pairing VNS with motor or sensory training yields robust, specific cortical 

plasticity [1,19–22].  However, little is known about the stimulation parameters that most 

effectively drive VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity in motor cortex.  In this study, we 

report that the intensity of VNS paired with forelimb training exhibits an inverted-U relationship 

with plasticity, such that moderate intensity stimulation yields greater motor cortical 

reorganization than low or high intensity stimulation.  VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity 

is specific to the trained movement, with no changes observed in the representation of untrained 
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movements.  Differences in behavioral performance or number of stimulations administered 

cannot account for the observed enhancement of plasticity.  These results provide evidence to 

guide the selection of parameters for VNS applications that aim to enhance motor cortical plasticity 

and promote recovery of motor function after neurological injury [1,2,4–11]. 

 Consistent with findings reported here, previous studies of VNS document an inverted-U 

relationship between stimulation intensity and memory or plasticity in other brain regions, with 

moderate intensity VNS being most effective [23,27,36].  In the auditory cortex, low intensity 0.4 

mA VNS was comparably effective to moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS, while here we report that 

0.4 mA VNS fails to significantly enhance plasticity in motor cortex.  It is possible that the 

difference in the effect of low intensity VNS arises from fundamental differences in auditory and 

motor cortices.  Alternatively, this discrepancy could be explained by differences in interval 

between stimulations.  In studies evaluating plasticity in auditory cortex, stimulations occur at a 

fixed interval of 30 seconds.  In the present study, the interval between stimulations is variable and 

depends on the task performance, but averages approximately 11 seconds.  The interval between 

stimulations is a major determinant of the degree of VNS-dependent plasticity, and reducing the 

amount of time between stimulations reduces VNS efficacy in auditory cortex [37].  Thus, the 

shorter interval in this study may account for the absence of plasticity using low intensity VNS 

and raises the possibility that lengthening the time between stimulations could restore VNS-

dependent enhancement of motor cortex plasticity at low intensity stimulation.  The results from 

the current study corroborate previous reports in which high intensity 1.6 mA VNS fails to enhance 

plasticity or memory [23,27–29].     
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 While the vagus nerve mediates parasympathetic activity via descending projections, 

ascending projections are able to communicate information regarding arousing events from the 

periphery to the central nervous system.  Ascending activation of the vagus nerve can occur in 

response to both beneficial stimuli, such as eating and digestion, or stimuli associated with a 

negative valence, such as stress, fear, and inflammation [38,39].  Vagal signals resulting from these 

events are able to enhance memory and promote learning, and several studies have demonstrated 

that the vagus nerve is required for peripherally-mediated enhancement of memory because the 

effect is blocked by vagal transection [29,40].  The locus coeruleus (LC), a major source of cortical 

norepinephrine, demonstrates rapid, phasic activation and releases norepinephrine in response to 

increasing intensities of VNS [14,18,25].  Similar to the effects of vagotomy on memory 

enhancement, lesions of the LC block central effects of VNS, suggesting norepinephrine plays a 

major role in VNS efficacy [26].  Thus, the vagus nerve is positioned to influence plasticity in 

response to a variety of peripheral stimuli and control of neuromodulatory networks by ascending 

vagal projections likely underlies VNS-dependent plasticity observed in response to electrical 

stimulation. 

A variety of neuronal mechanisms could account for the inverted-U relationship observed 

between VNS intensity and enhancement of plasticity.  VNS promotes plasticity by engaging 

multiple neuromodulatory networks during training [18,25].  Activation of these opposing 

neuromodulator actions or desensitization of receptors provide a mechanistic basis for the 

inverted-U.  One potential explanation reflects the activation of opposing processes with different 

activation thresholds.  In this case, VNS at moderate intensities sufficiently activates a low–

threshold, pro-plasticity process and avoids activation of a high-threshold, anti-plasticity process, 
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resulting in robust enhancement of plasticity (Fig. 2.5).  Low stimulation intensities would fail to 

sufficiently activate the pro-plasticity process, precluding effective plasticity.  At high stimulation 

intensities, activation of the anti-plasticity process would dominate and similarly prevent the 

enhancement of plasticity.  Adrenergic receptors, which are activated by VNS-dependent 

norepinephrine release, express features that could underlie these opposing systems.  Moderate 

intensities of VNS may result in sufficient norepinephrine release to engage higher-affinity α2-

receptors and promote potentiation, whereas high intensity stimulation may increase 

norepinephrine levels further to activate lower-affinity β-receptors and oppose potentiation.  

Indeed, this concentration dependent control of the polarity of plasticity by adrenergic receptors 

has been described [41].  In addition to norepinephrine, several other neuromodulatory systems 

have been linked to the action of VNS in the central nervous system, including serotonin and 

acetylcholine [42–44].  Similar principles governing these neuromodulatory systems could also 

give rise to the inverted-U effect of VNS on plasticity. 
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Figure 2.5: Model of the inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and cortical 
plasticity 
 
One potential explanation to account for the inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and 
enhancement of plasticity relies on engagement of two opposing processes.  At low stimulation 
intensities, VNS fails to drive sufficient activation of a low-threshold, pro-plasticity process (red) 
and thus fails to drive plasticity.  At moderate stimulation intensities, VNS activates the low-
threshold pro-plasticity process and avoids activation of a high-threshold, anti-plasticity process 
(blue), resulting in robust enhancement of plasticity.  At high stimulation intensities, the anti-
plasticity process dominates and prevents effective enhancement of plasticity. 

 

Alternatively, a single desensitizing system could explain the inverted-U response. 

Moderate intensity stimulation would provide sufficient activation with minimal desensitization, 

while high levels of stimulation would result in overactivation and reduction of the response.  G-

protein coupled receptors, such as those which likely mediate the response to VNS-dependent 

engagement of the noradrenergic, cholinergic, and serotonergic systems, exhibit notable 

desensitization and may explain the inverted-U response to VNS [45].  Other effects of VNS on 

cortical neurons, including desynchronization and activation of hyperpolarizing currents, could 

potentially produce the network consequences observed in this study [44,46,47].  However, since 
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cortical reorganization was assessed the day after the cessation of VNS, these neuronal effects 

would need to engender plasticity in order to mediate the lasting changes in movement 

representations.  While all of these models can account for the inverted-U, they are not mutually 

exclusive and various other systems likely contribute.  Future studies directed at manipulating the 

activation of neuromodulatory networks could provide insight into the neuronal mechanisms that 

underlie VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity.  Additionally, a clear understanding of 

activation of these neuromodulatory systems may lead to pharmacological manipulations to 

potentiate the effects of VNS.   

At moderate intensity stimulation, the reorganization of cortical movement representations 

is likely produced by temporally-precise engagement of neuromodulatory activation by VNS.  

During performance of the behavioral task in this study, networks in motor cortex generate activity 

to produce movement of the proximal forelimb muscles.  Delivery of VNS concurrent with 

movement-related neural activity provides precisely-timed neuromodulatory feedback, which 

likely facilitates canonical spike-timing-dependent plasticity mechanisms to enhance plasticity 

within the active motor networks [17,48,49].  The degree of activation of these neuromodulatory 

networks is contingent upon the intensity of VNS [18], and results from the present study support 

the notion that moderate intensity VNS produces favorable neuromodulatory activation to facilitate 

plasticity.  This VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity forms the basis for the use of VNS in 

treatment of movement disorders. 

A number of studies in preclinical models and humans demonstrate that VNS paired with 

rehabilitative training supports recovery in a wide range of neurological disorders including stroke, 

traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury [1–11].  Recovery after these injuries is thought to be 
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dependent on plasticity in central networks after injury [12,13].  Indeed, VNS paired with 

rehabilitative training drives large-scale synaptic reorganization in motor control networks after 

stroke and spinal cord injury [10,12].  The VNS-dependent plasticity in corticospinal, 

corticorubral, and propriospinal networks likely underpins the improvements in recovery of 

function.  Consequently, there is great interest in identifying paradigms that maximize plasticity 

and thereby yield greater recovery.  The present study characterizes the effect of stimulation 

intensity across a range of parameters and establishes a framework for future studies to directly 

evaluate the effect of varying VNS intensity on plasticity and recovery after neurological injury.  

Ultimately, these findings may facilitate determination of optimal parameters for clinical 

application. 
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Abstract 

Pairing vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) with rehabilitation has emerged as a potential strategy to 

improve recovery after neurological injury, an effect ascribed to VNS-dependent enhancement of 

synaptic plasticity.  Previous studies demonstrate that pairing VNS with forelimb training increases 

forelimb movement representations in motor cortex.  However, it is not known whether VNS-

dependent enhancement of plasticity is restricted to forelimb training or whether VNS paired with 

other movements could induce plasticity of other motor representations.  We tested the hypothesis 

that VNS paired with orofacial movements associated with chewing during an unskilled task would 

drive a specific increase in jaw representation in motor cortex compared to equivalent behavioral 

experience without VNS.  Rats performed a behavioral task in which VNS at a specified intensity 

between 0 and 1.2 mA was paired with chewing 200 times per day for five days.  Intracortical 

microstimulation (ICMS) was then used to document movement representations in motor cortex.  

VNS paired with chewing at 0.8 mA significantly increased motor cortex jaw representation 

compared to equivalent behavioral training without stimulation (Bonferroni-corrected unpaired t-

test, p < 0.01).  Higher and lower intensities failed to alter cortical plasticity.  No changes in other 

movement representations or total motor cortex area were observed between groups.  These results 

demonstrate that 0.8 mA VNS paired with training drives robust plasticity specific to the paired 

movement, is not restricted to forelimb representations, and occurs with training on an unskilled 

task.  This suggests that moderate intensity VNS may be a useful adjuvant to enhance plasticity 

and support benefits of rehabilitative therapies targeting functions beyond upper limb movement.  
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Introduction 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with rehabilitative training has emerged as a 

strategy to enhance recovery in the context of a wide range of neurological disorders including 

stroke, traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord injury [1–7].  Brief bursts of VNS rapidly activate 

the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC) and cholinergic nucleus basalis, two major 

neuromodulatory centers in the brain [8–13].  Coincident release of these pro-plasticity 

neuromodulators coupled with neural activity related to rehabilitation facilitates synaptic plasticity 

in task-specific activated circuits [8,12–15].  This targeted enhancement of plasticity in central 

networks after injury is believed to underlie VNS-dependent improvements in functional recovery 

[6,7]. 

A number of studies demonstrate that repeatedly pairing VNS with forelimb training drives 

specific reorganization of forelimb movement representations in motor cortex [9,10,16,17].  VNS-

mediated plasticity exhibits an inverted-U relationship with stimulation intensity, such that low 

and high intensities fail to drive plasticity and moderate intensities significantly enhance plasticity 

[17,18].  This function has been coarsely defined; however, considering the importance of VNS-

dependent enhancement of plasticity in its therapeutic effects, a finer delineation of the interaction 

between stimulation intensity and the magnitude of VNS-dependent plasticity is merited.  In the 

present study, we sought to carefully define the relationship of plasticity at small increments of 

VNS intensity.  Additionally, while the ability of VNS to enhance plasticity in forelimb circuits 

has been well-documented, VNS-mediated expansion of non-forelimb motor cortex 

representations has not been evaluated.  Movement of the jaw muscles during chewing is a simple, 

innate motor behavior that represents a testbed for evaluating VNS-dependent plasticity.  Here, we 
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sought to leverage this simple behavior and test the hypothesis that VNS paired with orofacial 

movements associated with chewing would drive a specific increase in jaw representation in motor 

cortex compared to equivalent behavioral experience without VNS.  Rats were trained to perform 

a simple behavioral task in which either short bursts of VNS at 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 mA, or sham 

stimulation were delivered coincident with chewing over the course of five days.  After the final 

day of training, movement representations in motor cortex were assessed with intracortical 

microstimulation (ICMS).  The results from this study provide a framework to develop other VNS-

based therapy regimens to target improved recovery beyond upper limb motor function and 

independently confirm the existence of an inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and 

plasticity.  

 

Methods 

Experimental procedures, statistical comparisons, and exclusion criteria were preregistered 

before beginning data collection (https://osf.io/594za/). 

 

Subjects 

Fifty-three female Sprague Dawley rats weighing approximately 250 grams and aged 

approximately 6 months were used in this study (Charles River Labs).  All rats were housed in a 

reversed 12:12 hour light-dark cycle.  Rats that underwent behavioral training were food restricted 

on weekdays during shaping and training with ad libitum access to food on weekends.  All rats 

were maintained at or above 85% body weight relative to their initial weight upon beginning 

https://osf.io/594za/
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behavioral testing.  All handling, housing, stimulation, and surgical procedures were approved by 

The University of Texas at Dallas Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

 

Behavioral Training 

Rats were trained on a simple automated behavioral task that allowed triggering of VNS 

during chewing and associated orofacial movements involved in eating behavior.  The behavioral 

training apparatus consisted of an acrylic cage with a nosepoke food dispenser at one end (Fig. 

3.1A).  A food pellet (45 mg dustless precision pellet, BioServ, Frenchtown, NJ) was delivered to 

the food dispenser.  An infrared beam sensor positioned in the food dispenser was used to 

determine when the rat entered the nosepoke to retrieve the food pellet.  Upon breaking the infrared 

beam, another pellet was dispensed after an 8 second delay.  Each behavioral session continued 

until either 100 pellets had been dispensed, or until 1 hour had elapsed.  Rats received a supplement 

of 10 grams of food pellets if they did not receive at least 100 pellets in a day to maintain weight. 

Rats performed training sessions twice per day, 5 days per week, with daily sessions 

separated by at least 2 hours until they could reliably consume 100 pellets within 1 hour each 

session.  Rats were then implanted with a VNS cuff and recovered for 7 days in their home cage.  

Seven days after surgery, rats were allocated to groups to receive 5 days of training paired with 

either sham stimulation or VNS at varying intensities.  Rats in VNS groups received a 500 ms 

burst of stimulation triggered 3 seconds after nosepoke beam break, which resulted in reliable 

delivery of VNS during chewing and orofacial movement (Fig. 3.1B).  While this timing scheme 

was developed to ensure VNS delivery during chewing, eating behavior requires complex 

coordination of sensorimotor function and many other associated orofacial movements, such as 
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swallowing, and licking, are co-occurring.  Here, we will use the term “chewing” to describe the 

primary action taking place after food pellet retrieval and use the term to encompass all other 

sensorimotor actions taking place alongside it.  At the conclusion of behavioral training, all rats 

underwent ICMS mapping.  Untrained rats were not included as a control group in the current 

study, as previous reports demonstrate no significant differences in motor cortex representation 

between naïve and sham animals as a result of behavioral training [9,16]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Behavioral task and experimental design 
 
(A) Illustration of a rat performing the task.  A stimulating cable stimulating cable plugged into a 
headmount-connector, the subcutaneous stimulation leads and nerve cuff, and the vagus nerve are 
shown.  A feeder dispenses food pellets into a nosepoke and an infrared beam monitors movement 
into and out of the nosepoke.  B)  Representative image depicting task performance, superior 
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masseter EMG activity, and the relative timing of pellet dispensal and VNS.  C)  Experimental 
timeline. 
 

Surgical Implantation 

All surgeries were performed using aseptic technique under general anesthesia.  Rats were 

implanted with a stimulating cuff on the left cervical vagus nerve as described in previous studies 

[2–4,17,19].  Rats were deeply anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg, i.p.), xylazine 

(20 mg/kg, i.p.), and acepromazine (5 mg/kg, i.p.), and were placed in a stereotactic apparatus.  

Anesthesia level was maintained stably throughout surgery based on assessment of breathing rate, 

vibrissae whisking, toe pinch reflex, and pulse oximetry.  An incision was made down the midline 

of the head to expose the skull.  Bone screws were inserted into the skull at points surrounding the 

lamboid suture and over the cerebellum.  A two-channel connector was mounted to the screws 

using acrylic.  The rat was then removed from the stereotactic apparatus and placed in a supine 

position.  

 An incision was made on the left side of the neck and the overlying musculature was blunt 

dissected to reveal the left cervical vagus nerve.  The nerve was gently dissected away from the 

carotid artery.  A cuff electrode was implanted surrounding the vagus nerve, and the leads were 

tunneled subcutaneously to connect with the two-channel connector mounted on the skull.  Nerve 

activation was confirmed by observation of a ≥ 5% drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to 

a 10 s stimulation train of VNS consisting of 0.8 mA, 100 µs biphasic pulses at 30 Hz, as in 

previous studies [17].  The head and neck incisions were then sutured, and rats received 

subcutaneous injections of 4 mL 50:50 0.9% saline 5% dextrose solution.  A seven-day recovery 

period followed surgery. 
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 Vagus Nerve Stimulation 

After surgery, rats were randomly sorted into groups to receive either VNS at 0.4 mA (n = 

3), 0.6 mA (n = 6), 0.8 mA (n = 8), 1.0 mA (n = 6), 1.2 mA (n = 4), or sham stimulation (n = 5) 

paired with chewing during behavioral training.  During behavioral training, all rats, regardless of 

experimental group, were connected via headmount connector to a stimulation cable.  Animals 

receiving sham stimulation were connected to the cable, but did not receive stimulation.  In the 

initial sessions after implantation, rats were allowed to acclimate to being attached to stimulating 

cables until they performed at least 100 successful trials per day.  Once acclimated, rats then 

underwent five days of training and received VNS or sham stimulation according to their group.  

Each 0.5 s stimulation train consisted of a 100 µsec biphasic pulses delivered at 30 Hz at an 

intensity of either 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, or 1.2 mA, as appropriate for each experimental group.  VNS 

was triggered 3 seconds after nosepoke beam break once a pellet had been dispensed during 

behavioral training, allowing stimulation to be delivered coincident with chewing of the pellet 

(Fig. 3.1B).  A digital oscilloscope (PicoScope 2204A, PP906, Pico Technology) was used to 

monitor voltage across the vagus nerve during each stimulation to ensure cuff functionality.  

 

Electromyography 

 Electromyography (EMG) was used to evaluate the timing of VNS administration relative 

to rhythmic jaw movement indicating chewing during behavioral training in a subset of rats.  

During EMG electrode implantation, rats were anesthetized, mounted in a stereotactic apparatus, 

and a four-channel headmount-connector was affixed to the skull, as described above for vagus 
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nerve cuff implantation.  Two bone screws welded to platinum-iridium leads were inserted in the 

skull and served as ground and reference connections.  A ball electrode on the end of a third 

platinum iridium lead was tunneled subcutaneously and placed over the left superior masseter.  

The exposed headmount was encapsulated in acrylic and the skin incision was sutured closed.   

 During behavioral training, left superior masseter EMG activity was monitored using an 

amplifier (Model 1700 Differential AC Amplifier, AM-Systems) and a digital oscilloscope 

(PicoScope 2204A, PP906, Pico Technology) recording at a sampling rate of 10,000 Hz.  EMG 

signals were bandpass filtered offline (Butterworth filter, 100 to 600 Hz) and an envelope detector 

applied (RMS, 250 ms window).  Superior masseter on/off detection was set to a threshold of 300 

µV.  EMG recording of superior masseter activity was used to assess the accuracy of VNS timing 

relative to rhythmic jaw movement during chewing after pellet retrieval.  A successful VNS pairing 

was considered to be a stimulation that occurred within two seconds after the onset of superior 

masseter movement exceeding detection threshold, a window that has been shown to be effective 

for VNS-mediated plasticity after pairing with a motor activity [7]. 

 

Intracortical Microstimulation Mapping 

 Within 24 hours of their last behavioral session, rats underwent ICMS to derive functional  

representation maps according to standard procedures [16,17,20–23].  Rats were anesthetized by 

intraperitoneal injections of ketamine hydrochloride (75 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg) and 

received supplemental doses of ketamine (25 mg/kg) and xylazine (1.5 mg/kg) as necessary 

throughout the procedure in order to maintain a consistent level of anesthesia as indicated by 
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breathing rate, vibrissae whisking, and toe pinch reflex.  Rats were placed in a stereotactic 

apparatus and a craniotomy and durotomy were performed to expose the left motor cortex (4 mm 

to -3 mm AP and 0.25 mm to 5 mm ML).  To prevent cortical swelling, a small incision was made 

in the cisterna magna.  

A tungsten electrode with an impedance of approximately 0.7 MΩ (UEWMEGSEBN3M, 

FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was lowered into the brain to a depth of 1.8 mm, targeting motor outputs in 

layer V.  Stimulation sites were then chosen at random on a grid with sites set 500 μm apart from 

each other.  The next stimulation site was placed at least 1 mm away from the previous site 

whenever possible.  Stimulation consisted of a 40 ms pulse train of 10 monophasic 200 μs cathodal 

pulses.  Stimulation was increased from 10 μA until a movement was observed or until a maximum 

of 250 μA was reached.  ICMS was conducted blinded with two experimenters, as previously 

described [9,16,17].  The first experimenter placed the electrode and recorded the data for each 

site.  The second experimenter, blinded to group and electrode location, delivered stimulations and 

classified movements.  Movements were classified into the following categories: jaw, neck, 

vibrissa, proximal forelimb, distal forelimb, and hindlimb.  To confirm nerve cuff functionality, 

nerve activation was confirmed prior to ICMS by observation of a ≥ 5% drop in blood oxygen 

saturation in response to a 10 s stimulation train of VNS consisting of 0.8 mA, 100 µs biphasic 

pulses at 30 Hz, following standard procedures [17,24].  This procedure was performed prior to 

ICMS to avoid risk of damaging the nerve cuff leads during the ICMS surgery.  Nerve cuff 

functionality was assessed in all subjects, regardless of group, and typically preceded ICMS by at 

least 90 minutes.  All raw data from ICMS is available in the appendix (Appendix B). 
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Subject Exclusion 

 All exclusion criteria were preregistered before data collection began.  Thirty-two subjects 

were analyzed in the final results of the study out of a total of 53 subjects.  Of the 21 subjects not 

used in final analysis, seven subjects were excluded due to non-functional stimulating cuffs, four 

subjects were excluded to a lack of drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to VNS, seven 

subjects were excluded due to mortality during surgical procedures, and three subjects were 

excluded due to mechanical failure of the headmount during behavioral training.  Non-functional 

stimulating cuffs were identified by digital oscilloscope readings exceeding 40 V peak-to-peak, as 

in previous studies [17]. 

 

Statistics 

 Statistical methods and planned comparisons were preregistered and defined a priori.  The 

primary outcome of this study was area of motor cortex generating jaw movements.  All other 

movement representations were analyzed as secondary outcome measures.  A one-way ANOVA 

was used to identify differences across groups.  Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected unpaired two-tailed 

t-tests were used compare between individual groups, as appropriate.  Statistical tests for each 

comparison are noted in the text (Table 3.1).  All data are reported as mean ± SEM.   
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Results 

 We sought to investigate whether pairing VNS with movement of the jaw and orofacial 

muscles would enhance jaw representation in motor cortex in an intensity-dependent manner.  To 

do so, rats performed a simple behavioral task in which VNS at varying intensities or sham 

stimulation was timed to occur during chewing approximately 200 times per day for five days.  

Assessment of EMG activity in the superior masseter confirmed that VNS delivery occurred within 

2 seconds of rhythmic jaw activity on 100% of trials; a time window that has been shown to be 

effective for VNS-mediated effects [7].  The day following the final day of behavioral training, 

intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) was used to document movement representations in the 

motor cortex. 

 

Moderate intensity VNS paired with chewing increases jaw representation in motor cortex 

Group analysis of motor cortex area eliciting jaw movement revealed significant 

differences between groups (One-way ANOVA, F[5,26] = 3.1332 p = 0.024).  Moderate intensity 

0.8 mA VNS paired with chewing significantly increased jaw representation compared to 

equivalent training on the task without VNS (Fig. 3.2A, Table 3.1, Unpaired t-test, p = 0.003).  

This is consistent with previous studies reporting that 0.8 mA VNS enhances training-specific 

plasticity in cortical networks [9,10,16,17].  No significant differences in jaw representation were 

observed after unpaired t-tests between sham and 0.4 mA (p = 0.75), 0.6 mA (p = 0.78), 1.0 mA 

(p = 0.40), or 1.2 mA (p = 0.80) VNS groups (Fig. 3.2A, Table 3.1).  These results support two 

conclusions.  First, VNS paired with unskilled behavioral tasks can drive robust plasticity in motor 
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cortex.  Second, there is a relatively narrow range of stimulation VNS intensities that support 

cortical plasticity.   

As expected, no differences in the cortical representation of untrained movements were 

observed between groups, suggesting that VNS-dependent plasticity is specific to the paired 

movement (Appendix B).  Additionally, consistent with previous studies, total motor cortex area 

eliciting movements was also not affected by VNS (Fig. 3.2B; One-way ANOVA, F[5,26] = 0.330, 

p = 0.890).  As expected, group analysis revealed no differences across groups in average 

stimulation threshold required to elicit movement (One-way ANOVA, F[5,26] = 0.503, p = 0.801).  

Together, these findings confirm that VNS-mediated plasticity is specific to the paired movement 

[6,7,9,16,17,25].   
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Figure 3.2: VNS paired with chewing and associated orofacial movements enhances jaw-
specific plasticity in motor cortex 
 
(A) 0.8 mA VNS paired with chewing and associated orofacial movements significantly increases 
jaw movement representation area in motor cortex compared to equivalent behavioral experience 
without VNS and VNS at 0.4, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.2 mA.  (B)  No change in total motor cortex area was 
observed between groups.   Bars represent mean ± SEM.  “*” indicates p < 0.01. 
 

VNS does not alter behavioral performance 

 Group analysis of the timing between behavioral trials revealed no differences between 

groups (One-way ANOVA, F[5,26] = 1.437, p = 0.246).  Furthermore, group analysis of the 

number of total stimulations given was not significantly different between groups (One-way 

ANOVA, F[5,26] = 1.248, p = 0.316).  These results suggest that VNS does not alter behavioral 

performance or motivation and does not influence eating behavior. 
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Table 3.1: Area of movement representations from ICMS 
 

Group analysis reveals a significant effect of group in motor cortex jaw representation only.  A 
one-way ANOVA was used to identify differences across groups.  Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected 
unpaired two-tailed t-tests with an alpha of 0.01 were used compare between individual groups, as 
appropriate.  All data is displayed as mean ± SEM in mm2.  Bolded results indicate significance. 
 

 

Discussion 

Previous studies demonstrate that repeatedly pairing VNS with a forelimb movement 

drives targeted motor cortex plasticity [9,10,16,17].  In the present study, we sought to investigate 

whether closed-loop VNS could be applied during a distinct training paradigm to enhance 

plasticity of other movement representations.  Here, we provide the first report that VNS is able 

drive robust plasticity when paired with training on an unskilled task emphasizing non-forelimb 

musculature.  This VNS-dependent increase in jaw area occurs in the absence of changes in other 

representations, indicating that VNS enhances plasticity specific to the trained movement.  The 

Group Cortical area of movement representation (mm2) 

Jaw Proximal 
Forelimb 

Distal 
Forelimb 

Vibrissae Neck Hindlimb 

Sham 1.25 ± 0.22 1.95 ± 0.86 4.00 ± 0.88 1.65 ± 0.68 0.15 ± 0.10 1.50 ± 0.31 

0.4 mA 1.08 ± 0.55 1.25 ± 0.52 4.33 ± 0.79 1.17 ± 0.73 0.08 ± 0.08 1.50 ± 0.38 

0.6 mA 1.38 ± 0.33 0.17 ± 0.12 5.46 ± 0.37 1.46 ± 0.48 0.21 ± 0.16 1.54 ± 0.22 

0.8 mA 2.69 ± 0.27 1.13 ± 0.34 4.44 ± 0.46 2.16 ± 0.74 0.25 ± 0.09 0.81 ± 0.35 

1.0 mA 1.75 ± 0.48 0.54 ± 0.19 4.46 ± 0.63 1.21 ± 0.23 0.08 ± 0.05 1.42 ± 0.42 

1.2 mA 1.13 ± 0.46 1.69 ± 0.58 4.94 ± 1.00 1.63 ± 0.97 0.06 ± 0.06 0.63 ± 0.30 

ANOVA 
Results 

F = 3.1332 
p = 0.024 

F = 2.204 
p = 0.084 

F = 0.637 
p = 0.674 

F = 0.340 
p = 0.884 

F = 0.527 
p = 0.753 

F = 1.279 
p = 0.303 
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findings from this study raise the possibility that VNS may be a useful adjuvant to enhance 

rehabilitative therapies targeting functions beyond upper limb movement. 

 Closed-loop VNS has emerged as a strategy to augment the effects of rehabilitation, an 

effect ascribed to VNS-dependent enhancement of synaptic plasticity [1–7].  Here, we show that 

pairing VNS with activation of the jaw muscles during chewing enhances plasticity specific to the 

paired movement.  The observation of increased jaw representation in the present study 

demonstrates that the plasticity-enhancing effects of VNS paired with motor training are not 

restricted to forelimb movements, but can extend to other motor circuits depending on the training 

regimen.  While forelimb dysfunction is common after stroke, roughly one third of those who 

undergo a stroke develop a speech aphasia and half will experience dysphagia [26–28].  Previous 

studies show increases in articulation and speech production in stroke patients with chronic 

Broca’s aphasia after melodic intonation therapy, as well as increases in perilesional white matter 

tract plasticity [29].  Cortical plasticity has also been implicated in recovery from dysphagia after 

stroke [30].  While the present study clearly does not approach the complexity of motor control 

necessary for speech production or modelling dysphagia, the jaw-related plasticity after VNS 

pairing reported here raises the possibility that pairing VNS with speech therapy may represent a 

means to enhance plasticity in networks associated with speech production and swallowing and 

thereby facilitate rehabilitation. 

An inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and plasticity has been observed 

previously, but has not been described with the resolution reported here [17,18].  While it has been 

repeatedly demonstrated that VNS at 0.8 mA is able to increase cortical plasticity and enhance 

recovery after neurological injury [1–7,9,17], that VNS at a slightly lower 0.6 mA or slightly 
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higher 1.0 mA intensity fails to significantly alter motor cortex plasticity highlights a relatively 

narrow range of effective parameters. Stimulation intensities above 0.1 mA reliably activate 

afferent fibers and evoke robust spiking activity in the noradrenergic LC, a neuromodulatory center 

required for VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity [8,31].  The absence of plasticity in this 

study at stimulation intensities well above the threshold to drive LC activity indicates that a 

particular level of network activation must be reached.  However, the failure of higher intensity 

stimulation to enhance plasticity suggests that over-activation of these networks also prevents 

plasticity. Moreover, the absence of plasticity at higher stimulation intensities demonstrates that 

any direct motor or somatosensory activation in response to VNS, such as via activation of the 

recurrent laryngeal nerve, cannot account for plasticity observed with moderate intensity 

stimulation and instead is consistent with notion that VNS engages neuromodulatory networks to 

enhance plasticity.  In practical terms, the apparently narrow range of effective VNS intensities 

observed here calls attention to the need for parameter optimization studies for active stimulation-

based therapies. 

While the inverted-U relationship between stimulation intensity and VNS-dependent 

enhancement of plasticity has been repeatedly observed in a number of conditions, the neuronal 

mechanisms that underlie this relationship are unclear.  It is possible that high intensity VNS fails 

to enhance cortical plasticity due to overactivation and desensitization of relevant 

neuromodulatory systems [9,10,31].  G-protein coupled receptors  for norepinephrine, 

acetylcholine, and serotonin, all of which are engaged by VNS and required for VNS-dependent 

plasticity, are known to exhibit profound desensitization [32].  Alternatively, activation of 

opposing classes of receptors could account for the inverted-U.  Increases in VNS intensity drive 
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monotonic increases in LC activation which increases levels of norepinephrine in motor cortex 

[8].  VNS at low intensities could thus produce activation of high affinity α-adrenergic receptors 

to support synaptic plasticity.  As VNS intensity increases LC activation and subsequently 

norepinephrine levels, low affinity β-adrenergic receptors would be recruited and oppose the action 

of the α-adrenergic receptors, thus promoting stability in cortical networks.  Under this 

configuration, moderate intensities of VNS would produce maximal activation of pro-plasticity α-

receptors and minimize activation of pro-stability β-receptors.  Indeed, the opposing effects of 

differential activation of noradrenergic receptors on plasticity has previously been described and 

could account for the findings reported here [17,33,34].  Future studies to delineate the role of 

these neuromodulatory systems on VNS-dependent plasticity may open avenues for concomitant 

pharmacological manipulation of VNS effects. 

Engagement of different afferent fiber populations represents another potential mechanism 

underlying the inverted-U relationship of VNS intensity and plasticity.  However, several pieces 

of evidence suggest that engagement of neuromodulatory networks, rather than activation of 

different fiber populations, determines VNS-dependent plasticity.  While the intensities utilized in 

the present study span much of the range of A- and B-fiber thresholds, the roughly linear 

relationship of spike activity in the LC and VNS intensity would not be predicted by the 

approximate step function activation of two fiber types [8,35].  Moreover, a number of previous 

studies demonstrate that parameters that influence the timing of stimulation, such as frequency and 

duration, which would not recruit different fiber types, strongly influence the magnitude of VNS-

dependent plasticity [36,37].  These features are consistent with a mechanism whereby VNS 

activates neuromodulatory networks that integrate the intensity and timing of stimulation to 
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determine plasticity.  Furthermore, activation of A- and B-fibers during VNS and their subsequent 

effects on respiration and cardiac function do not appear to predict effective parameters [38].  Still, 

a reliable biomarker may exist that could be used to predict stimulation parameters that drive 

plasticity most, and would prove useful to further clinical translation of VNS paired rehabilitation. 

 While VNS has been demonstrated to support plasticity with both jaw and forelimb-

specific training regimens, the anatomy underlying jaw and forelimb movement is divergent.  VNS 

enhances plasticity and recovery for a variety of forelimb tasks utilizing either the proximal or 

distal forelimb musculature, but the motor output pathways underlying these movements are 

predominately corticospinal in nature [1,2,4–7,9,16,17,25].  Rhythmic jaw movement can be 

evoked by a diverse group of brain areas that contribute to masticatory behavior.  While descending 

projections have been traced from jaw motor cortex to the trigeminal motor neurons and 

pontobulbar reticular formation, several corticobulbar and medullar nuclei are implicated in both 

central rhythm generation of jaw movements as well as sensory integration and movement 

correction [39–41].  That these unique pathways appear to have a common mechanism of VNS-

mediated plasticity suggests that VNS is highly adaptable at potentiating activated circuits 

regardless of underlying anatomy.  Indeed, VNS-mediated plasticity and enhancement of recovery 

has been observed in distinct subcortical areas dependent on spared pathways after different levels 

and totalities of spinal cord injury [7].  VNS-mediated plasticity has also been observed in 

subcortical auditory nuclei as well as primary auditory cortex after VNS-tone pairing [42].  

Together, these findings support a mechanism by which VNS-dependent engagement of 

neuromodulatory networks acts as a general means to facilitate synaptic plasticity, and the neural 

activity associated with training that coincides with delivery of VNS, such as rhythmic jaw 
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movement associated with chewing in the present study, dictates the networks that undergo 

reorganization.  Thus, in addition to the reorganization of movement representations in motor 

cortex, VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity is likely co-occurring in other networks 

involved in orofacial sensorimotor function, including the supplemental motor area, cortical 

masticatory area (CMA), insula, and somatosensory areas as well.  Indeed, neuroplasticity in areas 

such as these after training on both skilled and semi-automatic orofacial tasks has been observed 

[43,44]. 

In previous preclinical studies evaluating VNS-dependent enhancement of plasticity, it was 

necessary to train rats for several weeks to acquire proficiency on a behavioral task before initiating 

VNS pairing.  In this study, however, we describe a VNS-pairing paradigm in which little training 

is necessary.  This substantial reduction in the total amount of time promotes efficient testing, 

which is critical to studies aimed at parametrically characterizing stimulation parameters that 

typically require a large number of experimental groups.  The robust increase in jaw representation 

driven by VNS, coupled with the rapid testing afforded by the simple behavioral paradigm, lay a 

framework for efficient optimization of stimulation parameters, which is necessary to facilitate 

clinical translation of VNS therapies.   

 There are a number of limitations in the current study that merit consideration.  First, 

evaluation was restricted to female rats, because VNS and parameters have been extensively 

validated in this sex  [9,16,17,23,25,31].  The use of female rats precludes direct conclusions about 

sex-specific differences in nerve activation and could potentially be confounded by timing of 

stimulation during the estrus cycle.  While there is no evidence of a sex-specific effect of VNS on 

the central nervous system in humans [45–47], future studies should incorporate male rats to 
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evaluate any differences in stimulation parameters.  Secondly, the present study focused on 

quantification of gross jaw movement and did not further classify any sub-jaw or other orofacial 

movement representations.  More precise methods, such as EMG, could be used to identify sub-

circuit changes in response to VNS pairing.  Identification of the specific facial representations 

that reorganize after VNS paired training on an orofacial task would undoubtedly be useful for 

assessing the feasibility of using VNS for treating complex disabilities after stroke, such as speech 

aphasia or dysphagia.  
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Abstract 

Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with motor rehabilitation enhances recovery of function 

after neurological injury in rats and humans.  This effect is ascribed to VNS-dependent facilitation 

of plasticity in motor networks.  Previous studies document an inverted-U relationship between 

VNS intensity and cortical plasticity, such that moderate intensities increase plasticity, while low 

or high intensity VNS does not.  We tested the interaction of moderate and high intensity VNS 

trains to probe the mechanisms that may underlie VNS-dependent plasticity.  Rats performed a 

behavioral task where VNS was paired with jaw movement during chewing.  For five days, 

subjects received 100 pairings of moderate intensity VNS (Standard VNS), 100 pairings 

alternating between moderate and high intensity VNS (Interleaved VNS), or 50 pairings of 

moderate intensity VNS (Short VNS) approximately every 8 seconds. After the final behavioral 

session, intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) was used to evaluate movement representations in 

motor cortex.  100 pairings of moderate intensity VNS enhanced motor cortex plasticity.  

Replacing half of moderate intensity stimulation with high intensity VNS blocked this 

enhancement of plasticity.  Removing high intensity stimulation, leaving only 50 pairings of 

moderate intensity VNS, reinstated plasticity.  These results demonstrate that there is a period for 

at least 8 seconds after high intensity stimulation in which moderate intensity VNS is not able to 

engage mechanisms required for synaptic reorganization.  More importantly, this study 

demonstrates that changes in stimulation parameters are a critical determinant of the magnitude of 

plasticity and likely the efficacy of VNS-enhanced recovery.   
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Introduction 

 Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) paired with rehabilitation has recently emerged as a 

strategy to enhance recovery of motor function after a range of neurological injuries including 

stroke, traumatic brain injury, neuropathy, and spinal cord injury [1-11].  Greater recovery is 

attributed to VNS-dependent enhancement of synaptic plasticity in motor and sensory networks 

within the central nervous system during rehabilitation [12,13].  Thus, defining stimulation 

strategies that maximize plasticity may provide a means to optimize the efficacy of VNS therapy. 

 Activation of several neuromodulatory nuclei are required for VNS-mediated synaptic 

plasticity.  VNS rapidly engages the nucleus basalis (NB) and locus coeruleus (LC), which in turn 

release the neuromodulators acetylcholine and norepinephrine, respectively, throughout the brain 

[14–18].  Acetylcholine and norepinephrine, as well as serotonin, bind to and activate G-protein 

coupled receptors (GPCRs) [19–22].  Simultaneous activation of these GPCRs paired with the 

neural activity associated with rehabilitation transiently increases synaptic plasticity, resulting in 

VNS potentiating neural circuits that contribute to recovery and enhancing the therapeutic effects 

of rehabilitation [23]. 

 The stimulation parameters of VNS, including intensity, frequency, and duration, can 

influence the level of activity in neuromodulatory nuclei [18].  For example, VNS intensity scales 

linearly with LC activation, such that 1.6 mA VNS promotes twice the neuromodulator release of 

0.8 mA VNS.  Paradoxically, this increase in neuromodulatory activity does not translate to 

increases in the magnitude of synaptic plasticity.  Instead, VNS-directed plasticity exhibits an 

inverted-U relationship with increases in stimulation intensity, such that 0.8 mA VNS significantly 
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increases synaptic plasticity while 0.4 and 1.6 mA VNS do not [24–26].  Highlighting the clinical 

importance of these findings, an equivalent inverted-U effect is observed between VNS intensity 

and recovery after stroke [7]. 

 While the absence of VNS-mediated plasticity at 0.4 mA can be ascribed to insufficient 

activation of neuromodulatory nuclei and minimal activation of GPCRs required for synaptic 

reorganization, the neural mechanisms underlying an absence of plasticity at higher intensities 

such as 1.6 mA are unclear.  Overactivation of neuromodulatory systems at high stimulation 

intensities could lead to desensitization of mechanisms promoting VNS-mediated plasticity.  If so, 

high intensity VNS should interfere with moderate intensity VNS and suppress plasticity-

enhancing effects for the duration of this desensitization.  Alternatively, if high intensity VNS does 

not desensitize neuromodulatory pathways critical for VNS-mediated plasticity, there should be 

no temporal interaction between the two, and moderate intensity VNS should still enhance 

plasticity. 

 Here, we tested the temporal interaction of moderate and high intensity VNS trains to probe 

the potential mechanisms that may underlie VNS-dependent plasticity.  To do so, we conducted 

an experiment in rats pairing both 0.8 mA and 1.6 mA VNS during motor training, and using 

intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) we observed the magnitude of subsequent motor cortex 

plasticity (Fig. 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: Behavioral task and experimental design 
 
(A) Experimental timeline.  (B)  Overview of experimental groups.  Groups received different 
paradigms of VNS paired with behavioral training:  100 pairings at a moderate intensity (Standard 
VNS), 100 pairings of interleaved moderate and high intensity stimulation (Interleaved VNS), 50 
parings at a moderate intensity (Short VNS), or equivalent behavioral training with without VNS 
(Sham). 
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Results 

 Pairing trains of VNS with motor training drives robust, specific plasticity in motor cortex 

[13,24,28,33,35].  The magnitude of plasticity displays an inverted-U relationship with stimulation 

intensity, such that moderate intensity VNS enhances plasticity while high intensity VNS fails to 

enhance plasticity [24,25].  Here, we tested the temporal interaction of moderate and high intensity 

VNS trains to probe the potential mechanisms that may underlie VNS-dependent plasticity. To do 

so, rats performed a simple behavioral task for five days during which VNS at either moderate or 

both moderate and high intensities was paired with jaw movement during chewing (Fig. 4.1).  

Within 24 hours of the final behavioral training session, motor cortex movement representations 

were documented using intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) with area of jaw representation as 

the primary experimental outcome. 

  

Moderate intensity VNS at 0.8 mA paired with motor training enhances motor cortex plasticity  

We first sought to confirm that pairing standard, moderate intensity VNS with motor 

training could enhance motor cortex plasticity.  Group analysis of motor cortex area eliciting jaw 

movement revealed significant differences between groups (One-way ANOVA, F[3,19] = 8.170, 

p = 0.004).  Standard VNS paired with chewing significantly increased jaw representation 

compared to equivalent training on the task without VNS (Standard VNS: 2.69 ± 0.27 mm2; Sham: 

1.25 ± 0.24 mm2, Unpaired t-test, p = 0.004) (Fig. 4.2A).  These findings confirm that VNS at 

moderate intensity 0.8 mA paired with training enhances motor cortex plasticity, as previously 

reported [24,28,33,35]. 
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Figure 4.2: High intensity VNS disrupts cortical plasticity   
 
(A) Standard VNS and Short VNS paired with chewing significantly increases jaw movement 
representation area in motor cortex compared to equivalent behavioral experience without VNS.  
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Interleaved VNS fails to enhance plasticity.  (B) No change in total motor cortex area was observed 
between groups.  Bars represent mean ± SEM. “*” indicates p < 0.008. 

 

 

Adding high intensity 1.6 mA VNS interleaved with 0.8 mA VNS disrupts motor cortex plasticity 

 Next, we interleaved high intensity 1.6 mA VNS, which does not enhance plasticity [24–

26], alongside pro-plasticity moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS to clarify the action of high intensity 

VNS.  Interleaved VNS resulted in significantly less jaw representation in motor cortex compared 

to Standard VNS (Interleaved VNS: 1.30 ± 0.30 mm2; Standard VNS: 2.69 ± 0.27 mm2, Unpaired 

t-test, p = 0.007).   Interleaved VNS paired with chewing also failed to enhance jaw representation 

in motor cortex compared to Sham animals (Interleaved VNS: 1.30 ± 0.30 mm2; Sham: 1.25 ± 

0.24 mm2, Unpaired t-test, p = 0.899) (Fig. 4.2A).  This demonstrates that VNS at high intensities 

interferes with moderate 0.8 mA VNS-mediated plasticity. 

 

0.8 mA VNS alone enhances VNS-mediated motor cortex plasticity  

To confirm that high intensity stimulation was disrupting VNS-mediated plasticity, we 

removed the 1.6 mA stimulation, leaving only 50 moderate intensity 0.8 mA stimulations per 

session (Short VNS).  Removal of high intensity stimulation restored motor cortex plasticity.   

Short VNS significantly increased jaw representation compared to Sham animals (Short VNS: 2.70 

± 0.29 mm2; Sham: 1.25 ± 0.24 mm2, Unpaired t-test, p = 0.005) and comparable to Standard VNS 

(Short VNS: 2.70 ± 0.29 mm2; Standard VNS: 2.69 ± 0.27 mm2, Unpaired t-test, p = 0.976) (Fig. 

4.2A).  These findings additionally confirm that moderate intensity stimulation enhances cortical 

plasticity, and high intensity stimulation prevents VNS-dependent plasticity.   
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VNS does not affect total motor cortex representation or movement thresholds 

Consistent with previous studies [24,28,33,35], no differences in other cortical movement 

representations were observed between groups, indicating that VNS-dependent synaptic plasticity 

is specific to the paired movement (One-way ANOVA, forelimb: F[3,19] = 0.426, p = 0.661; 

vibrissa: F[3,19] = 0.376, p = 0.693; neck: F[3,19] = 0.268, p = 0.769; hindlimb: F[3,19] = 2.097, 

p = 0.157).  Additionally, total motor cortex area was also not affected by VNS (One-way 

ANOVA, F[3,19] = 1.796, p = 0.200) (Fig. 4.2B).  As expected, group analysis revealed no 

differences across groups in average stimulation threshold required to elicit movement (One-way 

ANOVA, F[3,19] = 2.049, p = 0.141). 

 

Discussion 

VNS has repeatedly proven effective at enhancing cortical plasticity using a stimulation 

paradigm of 0.8 mA, 100 μs pulse width, 30 Hz frequency with a pulse train of 0.5 s.  Variation of 

these stimulation parameters can significantly influence the degree of subsequent cortical 

plasticity.  There is an inverted-U relationship between degree of synaptic plasticity and pulse 

duration [36], frequency [36], and intensity of VNS [24–26,37–39].  Intensity has been the most 

studied of these parameters, with high intensity VNS consistently failing to enhance synaptic 

plasticity compared to moderate intensities.  Although high intensity VNS fails to enhance 

plasticity when delivered alone, it is unclear whether the mechanisms engaged by high intensity 

VNS interact with and disrupt subsequent moderate intensity VNS. 

In this study, we tested the temporal interaction of moderate and high intensity VNS to 

probe the potential mechanisms that may underlie VNS-dependent plasticity.  To do so, we 
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conducted an experiment in rats pairing both 0.8 mA and 1.6 mA approximately every 8 seconds 

VNS during motor training, and using ICMS we observed the magnitude of subsequent motor 

cortex plasticity.  We confirm moderate intensity 0.8 mA VNS enhances plasticity.  Replacing half 

of moderate intensity stimulation with high intensity 1.6 mA VNS blocks this VNS-dependent 

enhancement of plasticity.  Removing the high intensity stimulation reinstates plasticity.  These 

results demonstrate that there is a period of time lasting at least 8 seconds after high intensity 

stimulation in which moderate intensity VNS is not able to enhance synaptic plasticity. 

This study leveraged the inverted-U relationship between VNS intensity and was designed 

to differentiate between two possible outcomes (Fig. 4.3).  In the first option, high intensity 

stimulation engages a signaling pathway with a rapid decay, and thus does not interfere with 

moderate intensity (Fig. 4.3B).  Here, high intensity stimulation trains result in activation that 

exceed the effective range, indicated in green, but the signal engagement rapidly decays to baseline 

levels.  Subsequent trains of moderate intensity stimulation then produce activation that peaks in 

the effective range, and thus cortical plasticity is enhanced.  In the second option, high intensity 

stimulation engages a signaling pathway that slowly decays, and as a result, interacts with the 

plasticity-enhancing action of moderate intensity stimulation trains (Fig. 4.3C).  In this scenario, 

high intensity VNS results in engagement of a signaling pathway that exceeds the effective range 

and slowly decays.  Subsequent moderate intensity trains build on this overactivation and push the 

signal engagement further out of the effect range, resulting in no enhancement of plasticity.  Our 

findings are consistent with the second option (Fig. 4.3C).  This indicates that the action of trains 

of VNS delivered within the order of ten seconds may interact, which raises the need to consider 

this interaction when selecting stimulation paradigms. 
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Figure 4.3: Conceptual models of the temporal engagement of plasticity enhancement 
pathways by VNS 
 
(A) The green band indicates the level of engagement of signaling pathways that promotes 
plasticity.  Moderate intensity trains of VNS produce signal engagement that peaks within the 
effective range, resulting in enhanced synaptic plasticity observed in the Standard VNS group.  (B) 
In this model, signal levels decay rapidly.  High intensity VNS produces activation that peaks 
above the effective range and thus does not facilitate plasticity.  However, interleaved moderate 
intensity trains produce signal engagement within the effective range, which results in enhanced 
plasticity.  In this model, the Interleaved VNS group would exhibit enhanced plasticity.  Our results 
are inconsistent with this model.  (C) In this model, signal levels decay slowly.  High intensity 
VNS produces activation that peaks above the effective range.  Interleaved moderate intensity 
trains build on this overactivation and also peak outside the optimal range, thus no enhancement 
of plasticity is observed.  In this model, the Interleaved VNS group would not exhibit enhanced 
plasticity, which is accordant with the results reported in this study. 

 

The mechanisms engaged by VNS may provide insight into why high intensity VNS fails 

to promote plasticity, and why it continues to disrupt the plasticity-enhancing effects of subsequent 

moderate intensity stimulation.  VNS rapidly engages the NB and LC, which release the 

neuromodulators acetylcholine and norepinephrine.  Increasing the current intensity of VNS 

proportionally increases the release of these neuromodulators [18].  Acetylcholine and 
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norepinephrine then activate GPCRs, which in turn signal for the production of new proteins and 

other cellular machinery needed for synaptic reorganization.  High intensity VNS may disrupt this 

process due to an over-release of neuromodulators and overactivation and desensitization of these 

GPCRs, which are known to exhibit notable short-term and long-term desensitization 

[19,20,33,35].  This desensitization could be due to overstimulation and subsequent inactivation 

of relevant G-proteins via β-arrestin, which can occur on a timescale of minutes [19,20], or due to 

GPCR internalization or even lysosomal degradation, which may have long-lasting effects on a 

timescale of hours or days [20].  The timescales of these forms of desensitization could account 

for the ability of high intensity VNS to disrupt the effects of subsequent moderate intensity 

stimulation. 

Alternatively, mechanisms other than GPCR desensitization may be at work.  Activation 

of opposing families of adrenergic receptors could account for the disruption of VNS-mediated 

plasticity after high intensity stimulation.  Increasing VNS intensity drives proportionate increases 

in LC activity, which in turn increases levels of norepinephrine release in motor cortex [18].  

Activation of high affinity α-receptors and low affinity β-receptors differentially modulate the 

outcome of spike-timing-dependent plasticity depending on norepinephrine concentration, leading 

to either long-term potentiation or depression of synapses [40].  Under this model, moderate 

intensities of VNS would produce maximal activation of pro-plasticity α-receptors and minimize 

activation of pro-stability β-receptors, while high intensity VNS would activate β-receptors, 

leading to a robust, overriding stability of circuits.  Indeed, similar activation of noradrenergic 

receptors and their effects on plasticity has been previously described at timescales that could 

account for the disruptive effects of high intensity VNS reported here [24,40–42]. 
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Another possibility for high intensity stimulation’s disruption of VNS-mediated plasticity 

is recruitment of inhibitory interneurons, resulting in increased stability of activated networks.  

Cholinergic modulation of sensory stimuli via GABAergic interneurons in cortico-cortical 

networks can influence learning and memory retrieval and may play a role in the selective 

potentiation of circuits paired with VNS during training [43].  Varying the concentration of 

acetylcholine can differentially activate feedback inhibition mechanisms via muscarinic receptors, 

which can lead to either suppression or amplification of sensory information in cortical networks.  

Under this model, high intensity VNS raises cholinergic levels in motor cortex to the point that 

inhibitory mechanisms dominate, causing the nervous system to promote circuit stability and 

overriding any signal from moderate intensity VNS for synapses to reorganize. 

VNS  can selectively enhance synaptic reorganization when paired with an array of training 

and rehabilitative paradigms [2,12,24,26,28,33,35]. Furthermore, VNS-paired rehabilitation 

enhances recovery compared to rehabilitation alone in a number of injuries including stroke, 

traumatic brain injury, neuropathy, and spinal cord injury [1–5,8,10,12].  VNS parameters that 

enhance plasticity yield recovery, while those that fail to enhance plasticity do not provide any 

functional benefits [7].  This suggests that synaptic reorganization is the driving force behind VNS-

mediated recovery after injury.   

The range of VNS intensities that enhance synaptic plasticity is narrow [26], and therefore 

it is of the upmost importance to accurately deliver stimulation, as small deviations from optimal 

stimulation parameters could result in a lack of treatment efficacy.  Variations in nerve cuff 

implantation, scarring, and natural variations between patients could alter vagal fiber activation 

[44], which could conceivably alter neuromodulatory response and the resulting magnitude of 
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synaptic reorganization.  In order to counteract these variations it would seem reasonable to 

employ a VNS-rehabilitation paradigm in which the intensities of VNS ramp from slightly below 

to slightly above 0.8 mA throughout treatment to ensure patients receive optimal vagal fiber 

activation.  However, we demonstrate that high intensity stimulation can disrupt VNS-mediated 

plasticity, meaning such a paradigm could be counterproductive to patient recovery.  A better 

understanding of the neural basis for VNS-mediated synaptic plasticity at moderate intensities, and 

disruption of this synaptic plasticity at higher intensities, could open the door for greater 

optimization and increased treatment efficacy in the clinic. 

 

Methods 

Subjects 

Thirty-six female Sprague Dawley rats weighing approximately 250 grams were used in 

this study (Charles River Labs).  All rats were housed in a reversed 12:12 hour light-dark cycle.  

Rats that underwent behavioral training were food restricted on weekdays during shaping and 

training with ad libitum access to food on weekends.  All rats were maintained at or above 85% 

body weight relative to the beginning of shaping.  All handling, housing, stimulation, and surgical 

procedures were approved by The University of Texas at Dallas Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee.  Data from a subset of subjects used in this study has been previously published [26].  

All subjects were run concurrently. 
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Behavioral training 

Rats were trained on a simple automated behavioral task that allowed triggering of VNS 

during chewing [26].  The behavioral training apparatus consisted of an acrylic cage with a 

nosepoke food dispenser at one end.  A food pellet (45 mg dustless precision pellet, BioServ, 

Frenchtown, NJ) was delivered to the food dispenser.  An infrared beam sensor positioned in the 

food dispenser was used to determine when the rat entered the nosepoke to retrieve the food pellet.  

Upon breaking the infrared beam, another pellet was dispensed after an eight second delay.  

Additionally, in the appropriate groups, VNS was triggered 3 seconds after beam break.  This 

stimulation timing results in reliable delivery of VNS during chewing [26].  Each behavioral 

session continued until either 100 pellets had been dispensed, or until 1 hour had elapsed.  Rats 

received a supplement of approximately 100 food pellets if they did not receive at least 100 pellets 

in a day to maintain weight. 

Rats performed the task twice per day, 5 days per week, with daily sessions separated by 

at least 2 hours.  Rats were shaped on the task until they reliably consumed 100 pellets within 1 

hour each session (Fig. 4.1A).  Rats were then implanted with a VNS cuff and recovered for 7 days 

in their home cage with ad libitum access to food and water.  Seven days after surgery, rats were 

allocated to one of four groups to receive 10 additional training sessions over 5 days.  Groups 

received either VNS at 0.8 mA paired with 100 trials per session (Standard VNS), VNS at 0.8 mA 

paired with 50 trials per session (Short VNS), VNS alternating between 0.8 and 1.6 mA on each 

successive trial for 100 trials per session (Interleaved VNS), or sham stimulation (Sham) (Fig. 

4.1B).  Each train of VNS consisted of a 500 ms burst triggered 3 seconds after nosepoke beam 
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break, which reliably results in delivery of VNS during chewing [26].  Twenty-four hours after the 

conclusion of behavioral training, all rats underwent ICMS motor cortex mapping.   

 

Surgical implantation 

All surgeries were performed using aseptic technique under general anesthesia.  Rats were 

implanted with a stimulating cuff on the left cervical vagus nerve as described in previous studies 

[3–5,24,27].  Rats were anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (50 mg/kg, i.p.), xylazine (20 

mg/kg, i.p.), and acepromazine (5 mg/kg, i.p.), and were placed in a stereotactic apparatus.  An 

incision was made down the midline of the head to expose the skull.  Bone screws were inserted 

into the skull at points surrounding the lamboid suture and over the cerebellum.  A two-channel 

connector was mounted to the screws using acrylic.  The rat was then removed from the stereotactic 

apparatus and placed in a supine position.  

 An incision was made on the left side of the neck and the overlying musculature was blunt 

dissected to reveal the left cervical vagus nerve.  The nerve was gently dissected away from the 

carotid artery.  A cuff electrode was implanted surrounding the vagus nerve, and the leads were 

tunneled subcutaneously to connect with the two-channel connector mounted on the skull.  Nerve 

activation was confirmed by observation of a ≥ 5% drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to 

a 10 s stimulation train of VNS, as in previous studies [24].  The head and neck incisions were 

then sutured, and rats received subcutaneous injections of 4 mL 50:50 0.9% saline 5% dextrose 

solution.  A seven day recovery period followed surgery during which animals did not perform 

behavioral training.  All rats underwent implantation procedures.   
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Vagus nerve stimulation 

Upon return to behavioral testing after surgery, rats were randomly assigned to groups to 

receive either 100 stimulations of VNS at 0.8 mA per session (Standard VNS, n = 8), 50 

stimulations of 0.8 mA VNS per session (Short VNS, n = 5), 100 stimulations of VNS alternating 

between 0.8 and 1.6 mA per session (Interleaved VNS, n = 5), or equivalent behavioral training 

without stimulation (Sham, n = 5) (Fig. 4.1B).  In the initial sessions after implantation, no 

stimulation was delivered in any group while rats were allowed to acclimate to being attached to 

stimulating cables until they reliably consumed 100 pellets in a one hour session.  Once acclimated, 

rats then underwent five days of training and received VNS stimulation according to their group.  

VNS was triggered 3 seconds after nosepoke beam break once a pellet had been dispensed during 

behavioral training, resulting in stimulation that was consistently delivered during chewing of the 

pellet [26].  Each 0.5 s stimulation train consisted of 100 µsec biphasic pulses delivered at 30 Hz 

at an intensity of either 0.8 mA or 1.6 mA, as appropriate for each experimental group.  A digital 

oscilloscope (PicoScope 2204A, PP906, Pico Technology) was used to monitor voltage across the 

electrodes during each stimulation to ensure cuff functionality. 

 

Intracortical microstimulation mapping 

 Approximately 24 hours after their last behavioral session, rats underwent ICMS to derive 

cortical movement representation maps according to standard procedures [24,28–32].  Rats were 

anesthetized with intraperitoneal injections of ketamine hydrochloride (80 mg/kg) and xylazine 

(10 mg/kg).  Rats received supplemental doses of ketamine as necessary throughout the procedure 

in order to maintain a consistent level of anesthesia as indicated by breathing rate, vibrissae 
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whisking, and toe pinch reflex.  Rats were placed in a stereotactic apparatus and a craniotomy and 

durotomy were performed to expose the left motor cortex (4 mm to -3 mm AP and 0.25 mm to 5 

mm ML).  To prevent cortical swelling, a small incision was made in the cisterna magna. 

Connected to a pulse stimulator (Model 2100, A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, ±100 V), a 

tungsten electrode (0.65 ± 0.8 MΩ) (UEWMEGSEBN3M, FHC, Bowdoin, ME) was lowered into 

the brain to a depth of 1.8 mm.  Stimulation sites were chosen at random on a grid with sites set 

500 μm apart from each other.  The next stimulation site was placed at least 1 mm away from the 

previous site whenever possible.  Stimulation consisted of a 40 ms pulse train of 10 monophasic 

200 μs cathodal pulses.  Stimulation was increased from 10 μA until a movement was observed or 

until a maximum of 250 μA was reached.  ICMS was conducted blinded with two experimenters, 

as previously described [24,28,33].  The first experimenter placed the electrode and recorded the 

data for each site.  The second experimenter, blinded to group and electrode location, delivered 

stimulations and classified movements.  Movements were classified into the following categories: 

jaw, neck, vibrissa, forelimb, and hindlimb.  After the completion of ICMS, VNS cuff functionality 

was confirmed by a stimulation-evoked decrease in blood oxygen saturation in response to a 10 s 

VNS train, as previously described [24,34].  All maps from ICMS are included in the appendix 

(Appendix C). 

 

Subject exclusion 

 Twenty-three subjects were analyzed in the final results of the study out of a total of 36 

subjects.  Of the 13 subjects not used in final analysis, 5 subjects were excluded due to non-
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functional stimulating cuffs (indicated by digital oscilloscope readings exceeding 40 V peak-to-

peak), 3 subjects were excluded due to headcap failure, 3 subjects were excluded due to a lack of 

drop in blood oxygen saturation in response to VNS during ICMS, 1 subject died during VNS 

surgery, and 1 subject died during ICMS surgery.  All exclusion criteria were predefined before 

beginning data collection and are consistent with previous studies [24,26,28,33,35]. 

 

Statistics 

 The primary outcome of this study was area of motor cortex generating jaw movements.  

All other movement representations were analyzed as secondary outcome measures.  A one-way 

ANOVA was used to identify differences across groups.  Post hoc unpaired two-tailed t-tests using 

a Bonferroni-corrected alpha of 0.008 were used to determine statistically significant differences 

between individual groups, as appropriate.  Statistical tests for each comparison are noted in the 

text.  All data are reported as mean ± SEM. 
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Traditional therapy for post-stroke motor speech disorders 

 Impairments affecting orofacial function are some of the most common lasting deficits 

after ischemic stroke, second only to hemiparesis.  Roughly one third of those who undergo a 

stroke develop a speech impairment and nearly half will experience dysphagia [1–5].  Acquired 

apraxia of speech, the inability to plan movements needed for normal speech production, and 

dysarthria, reduced muscular coordination of speech, can have devastating effects on quality of 

life.  Stroke patients with speech impairments are twice as likely to require admittance to long-

term care facilities [6].  Thus, the development of interventions to improve speech and reduce 

disability after stroke are of clear clinical importance. 

 A diverse array of speech-language therapies are used to treat motor speech disorders.  

Therapy may employ one or several rehabilitative strategies targeting rate and intensity of speech, 

prosody, and qualities affected by improper muscle control such as phonation and resonance.  

Course of treatment is commonly assessed based on the patient’s individual needs, and depending 

on severity of injury the clinician may choose to emphasize weak abilities to build strength or 

focus on coping strategies to circumvent particular deficits.  While speech therapy is able to 

enhance function after stroke, many patients see only modest improvements after treatment [7,8], 

suggesting that there is a need for further intervention.  Rehabilitative strategies that augment the 

effects of traditional speech therapy hold promise in reducing the disability associated with motor 

speech disorders, possibly enhancing recovery further. 
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Plasticity underlies functional improvements of motor speech control recovery 

Neuroplasticity allows the brain to reorganize speech circuits disrupted by stroke and is a 

driving force behind recovery from motor speech disorders.  Though speech production is heavily 

lateralized to the left hemisphere, increases in neuroplasticity during speech therapy can shift 

speech processing towards the right hemisphere [9].  Moreover, areas directly adjacent to the site 

of injury can undergo reorganization after therapy [10,11].  Plasticity in orofacial motor areas have 

been implicated in increases in function after speech therapy as well [12,13], suggesting that 

plasticity of circuits directly involved in speech production plays a significant role in mediating 

recovery.  These increases in neuroplasticity are thought to aid in the bypassing of injured circuits 

contributing to motor speech impairment, allowing the nervous system to compensate for loss of 

function [14–16].  Given the importance of neuroplasticity underlying speech therapy and the 

incomplete recovery many patients experience after undergoing treatment, it is reasonable to 

conclude that interventions that further enhance the neuroplasticity produced by speech therapy 

could lead to greater functional outcomes.  

 

Vagus nerve stimulation 

 Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has emerged as a method of enhancing rehabilitative 

outcomes for a wide range of neurological injuries, including stroke [17–26] (Table 5.1).  VNS 

increases the effects of rehabilitation through targeted enhancement of synaptic plasticity in central 

networks after injury.  Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve immediately enhances 

neuromodulatory function.  Bursts of VNS rapidly activate the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC) 
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and cholinergic nucleus basalis (NB), two major neuromodulatory centers in the brain [27–32].  

Coincident release of these pro-plasticity neuromodulators coupled with neural activity related to 

rehabilitation facilitates synaptic plasticity in task-specific activated circuits [27,31–34]. 

 

VNS enhances plasticity and recovery in motor dysfunction 

 VNS enhances cortical representations related to a variety of motor activities.  Stimulation 

of the vagus nerve paired with movement during motor training increases synaptic plasticity in 

activated circuits, selectively expanding cortical representations of the muscles active at the time 

of stimulation [22,28,29,35–37].  VNS-mediated synaptic plasticity also takes place in sub-cortical 

structures throughout task-related circuits [23,38].  The timing of VNS is of particular importance, 

as it is able to potentiate circuits activated within a roughly 2 second window after stimulation 

occurs [23].  This targeted-enhancement of plasticity has proven useful in augmenting the effects 

of motor rehabilitation (Table 5.1).  VNS-paired stroke upper limb rehabilitation significantly 

enhances motor recovery compared to traditional rehabilitation alone in rats [18,20,21,39,40], and 

two clinical trials have now demonstrated that VNS-paired stroke rehabilitation significantly 

enhances functional recovery in humans [24,25]. 
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Table 5.1: VNS enhances a wide range of rehabilitative therapies 
 

Impairment Cause Intervention Animal 
Evidence 

Clinical 
Evidence 

Hemiparesis 
 

Stroke VNS + Motor 
Rehabilitation [18–23,26] [24,25] 

Spinal Cord 
Injury 

VNS + Motor 
Rehabilitation [23,58] [59] 

Traumatic 
Brain Injury 

VNS + Motor 
Rehabilitation [17]  

Neuropathy VNS + Motor 
Rehabilitation [60]  

Auditory Tinnitus VNS + Auditory 
Training [61,62] [63–66] 

Somatosensory 

Stroke VNS + Tactile 
Rehabilitation  [67] 

Neuropathy VNS + Sensory 
Rehabilitation [60,68,69]  

Anxiety Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder 

VNS + Prolonged 
Exposure Therapy [70–72] [73,74] 

Speech Production Stroke VNS + Speech Therapy N/A  
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VNS as a potential adjuvant to therapy for motor speech disorders 

VNS paired with upper limb rehabilitation enhances upper limb function after stroke 

[24,25], and recent work suggests that VNS can enhance synaptic plasticity in networks related to 

post-stroke motor speech disorders in a similar manner.  VNS can significantly enhance synaptic 

plasticity in orofacial circuits [41,42].  Repeatedly pairing VNS with jaw movement increases the 

area of motor cortex that evokes jaw movements [41,42].  Because VNS enhances recovery from 

upper limb dysfunction by increasing synaptic plasticity in upper limb circuits, enhancement of 

speech therapy could similarly be realized via VNS-mediated plasticity in orofacial circuits.  This 

possibility is further supported by the fact that plasticity in orofacial areas is already implicated in 

recovery from motor speech dysfunction [12,13], suggesting VNS could prove a useful adjuvant 

to enhance the effects of various traditional speech therapy interventions after stroke.   

Using a paradigm similar to that of existing VNS-paired upper limb stroke rehabilitation 

[24,25] could allow for pairing of VNS with multiple speech therapy techniques (Table 5.2).  VNS 

paired with specific exercises could allow for targeted enhancement of orofacial circuits involved 

in specific deficits, enhancing recovery.   Under this rehabilitation paradigm, the therapist leading 

the speech therapy session would activate the patient’s VNS implant via a wireless remote.  The 

therapist would conduct speech therapy normally, triggering VNS when the patient is performing 

speech therapy exercises, emphasizing moments they view as conducive to recovery.  This timed, 

performance-dependent application of VNS strives to reorganize and strengthen the circuits 

activated during speech therapy that mediate recovery, enhancing the effects of rehabilitation. 
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Table 5.2: VNS could be delivered during different therapies to treat a variety of post-
stroke motor speech impairments 
 

Impairment Intervention to be Paired with VNS Clinical Evidence 

Non-Fluent 

Aphasia 
Articulatory Placement [75] 

Dysarthria Oromotor Exercises [76] 

Apraxia of speech 

Articulatory Feedback [77,78] 

Constraint-Induced Aphasia Therapy [79,80] 

McNeill Dysphagia Therapy [81] 

Anomia Concurrent Phonemic Cueing [82] 

Agrammatic Aphasia Conversation Therapy [83] 

 
 
VNS as an alternative to previously studied neuromodulatory strategies in speech therapy 

 Increasing neuroplasticity during speech therapy to enhance the effects of treatment is not 

a new idea.  Pharmacological augmentation of speech therapy has long been proposed as a means 

of increasing the magnitude of neuroplasticity during treatment to gain better recovery outcomes 
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[43].  However, clinical investigation of speech therapy paired with a wide range of drugs affecting 

neuromodulatory systems has generally shown mixed effects on recovery [43–45].  Further 

complicating the use of pharmacologically augmented speech therapy, while a number of these 

drugs of interest may enhance neuroplasticity, many have contraindications, particularly in those 

with underlying cardiovascular issues that can contribute to stroke.  Many of these drugs activate 

neuromodulatory systems similar to those activated by VNS, but one critical difference is the 

timing of neuromodulation.  The systemic nature of drugs do not lend to potentiation of circuits 

contributing to recovery from speech disorders, but instead, lead to a global, sustained activation 

of neuromodulatory systems.  Alternatively, VNS-paired rehabilitation accounts for this lack of 

temporal specificity by only increasing neuromodulator levels transiently, allowing for the 

targeting of specific neural circuits mediating recovery. 

Another approach to the problem of temporal specificity in neuromodulatory activity, 

transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) [46,47] and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

[48] have been used in conjunction with speech therapy with more promising, yet still mixed 

outcomes.  While timed bursts of tDCS and TMS may solve for the lack of temporal specificity 

seen in pharmacological augmentation of speech therapy, these treatments locally activate 

glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons [49,50], which may actively interfere with circuits 

mediating motor function.  VNS, however, only increases neuromodulatory function and does not 

interfere with ongoing neural spiking [27–29,36,41].  The temporal specificity of VNS positions 

it as a promising alternative to drugs, tDCS, and TMS in treating motor speech dysfunction after 

stroke. 
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Applications for VNS-paired treatment of dysphagia 

 Post-stroke dysphagia is another commonly experienced disability, affecting 

approximately 50% to 75% of patients [5,11,51–53].  While post-stroke dysphagia is often acute, 

resolving within a month after injury, up to 40% of patients can still display disrupted swallowing 

a year after onset [54].  Chronic dysphagia increases risk for aspiration pneumonia, admittance to 

long-term care facilities, and death [53,55].  While behavioral mitigation strategies and diets 

limiting food consistency are common treatment prescriptions, these are often ineffective at 

improving long-term outcomes [56].  Similar to recovery from apraxia of speech, plasticity in 

orofacial motor areas in cortex appears to be a determinant of recovery of function in post-stroke 

dysphagia.  After stroke, increases in oropharyngeal representation in the contralesional 

hemisphere accompany recovery from dysphagia [11,57].  Given the high comorbidity of post-

stroke speech apraxia and dysphagia, their similarities in underlying pathologies, and their overlap 

in therapeutic strategies, VNS may prove an effective adjuvant to dysphagia treatment, such as 

oromotor exercises as well. 

 

Conclusions 

 VNS has emerged as a method of enhancing rehabilitative outcomes for a wide range of 

neurological disorders.  Here, we suggest pairing VNS with traditional speech therapy to enhance 

recovery from post-stroke speech motor dysfunction.  We outline clinical success of VNS-paired 

physical rehabilitation after stroke, which demonstrates that VNS can induce plasticity in task-

activated motor systems, enhancing patient recovery outcomes.  Furthermore, we summarize the 
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observations that VNS can enhance plasticity in orofacial networks when paired with jaw 

movement, which supports its use as a potential adjuvant to speech therapy in treating motor 

speech dysfunction.  Based on this evidence, we believe VNS-paired speech therapy shows 

promise as a means of enhancing recovery after post-stroke motor speech disorders, and future 

study of this new treatment has potential to increase function, and subsequently quality of life for 

the many suffers of these common conditions. 
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Figure A.1: Raw ICMS data for Chapter 2 
 

(A) Sham subject maps 
(B) 0.4 mA VNS subject maps 
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Reprinted with permission from Elsevier:  Behavioural Brain Research, Volume 391, 2020 

A limited range of vagus nerve stimulation intensities produce motor cortex 
reorganization when delivered during training, Robert A. Morrison, Tanya T. 
Danaphongse, David T. Pruitt, Katherine S. Adcock, Jobin K. Mathew, Stephanie T. Abe, 
Dina M. Abdulla, Robert L. Rennaker, Michael P. Kilgard, Seth A. Hays, Behavioural 
Brain Research, ISSN 0166-4328, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2020.112705. 
 

Contents: 

Figure B.1: Raw ICMS data for Chapter 3 
 

(A) Sham subject maps 
(B) 0.4 mA VNS subject maps 
(C) 0.6 mA VNS subject maps 
(D) 0.8 mA VNS subject maps 
(E) 1.0 mA VNS subject maps 
(F) 1.2 mA VNS subject maps 
 
Figure B.2: All movement representations from ICMS for Chapter 3 
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Figure B.2: All movement representations from ICMS for Chapter 3 
 
All movement representations from ICMS. Bars represent mean ± SEM. “*” indicates p < 0.01 
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Contents: 

Figure C.1: Raw ICMS data for Chapter 4 
 

(A) Sham subject maps 
(B) Standard VNS subject maps 
(C) Interleaved VNS subject maps 
(D) Short VNS subject maps  
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